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Actually, the idea was quite obvious: There was the Moselle, tucked in one of 
the most beautiful cultural landscapes of Europe. There was a myriad of  
contemporary  witnesses of a history spanning more than 2000 years; in  
addition to this, forests and vineyards, beautiful villages and of course, the 
world-famous wine. And there are always more people who enjoy hiking on 
adventure trails. We found a particularly attractive way to combine all of this:

Welcome to the Moselsteig trail!    

A landscape with an abundance of highlights.
What could be more appropriate  
than connecting them?
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European Agricultural Fund for  
Rural Development: Europe invests 
in rural regions

This publication is promoted within the frame- 
work of the “PAUL” development programme 
with participation of the European Union  
and the Federal State Rhineland-Palatinate, 
represented by the Ministry of Environment, 
Agriculture, Food, Viticulture and Forestry of 
the Rhineland-Palatinate.
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365 kilometres of  
Moselle Wine Culture land.
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Moselsteig Trail

Moselsteig Trail - access route

Moselsteig-Seitensprünge (partner trails)

Traumpfade (partner trails)

Scale approx. 1:360,000                         *Completion in April 2014

Moselle Rhine

Pyrmonter
Felsensteig

Bleidenberger Ausblicke

Schwalberstieg

Koberner
Burgpfad

Bergschluchtenpfad
Ehrenburg

Borjer Ortsbachpädche*

Briedeler Schweiz*

Eltzer Burgpanorama

Hatzenporter Laysteig

Extratour  
Mehringer Schweiz

Felsen. Fässer. Fachwerk.

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

Extratour  
Zitronenkrämerkreuz

The 24 legs at a glance:
Leg 1: Perl – Palzem, 24 km
Leg 2:  Palzem – Nittel, 16,5 km
Leg 3:  Nittel – Konz, 22,5 km
Leg 4:  Konz – Trier, 21 km 
Leg 5:  Trier – Schweich, 19,5 km
Leg 6:  Schweich – Mehring, 12,5 km
Leg 7:  Mehring – Leiwen, 14,5 km
Leg 8:  Leiwen – Neumagen-Dhron, 14 km
Leg 9:  Neumagen-Dhron – Kesten/Osann-Monzel, 18 km
Leg 10:  Kesten/Osann-Monzel – Bernkastel-Kues, 15 km
Leg 11:  Bernkastel-Kues – Ürzig, 17,5 km
Leg 12:  Ürzig – Traben-Trarbach, 15 km
Leg 13:  Traben-Trarbach – Reil, 15 km
Leg 14:  Reil – Zell (Mosel), 12,5 km
Leg 15:  Zell (Mosel) – Neef, 20 km
Leg 16:  Neef – Ediger-Eller, 11 km
Leg 17:  Ediger-Eller – Beilstein, 16 km
Leg 18:  Beilstein – Cochem, 14 km
Leg 19:  Cochem – Treis-Karden, 24 km
Leg 20: Treis-Karden – Moselkern, 13 km
Leg 21:  Moselkern – Löf, 14 km
Leg 22:  Löf – Kobern-Gondorf, 14 km
Leg 23:  Kobern-Gondorf – Winningen, 14 km
Leg 24:  Winningen – Koblenz, 15 km
(The indicated lengths of the legs include 
the access routes to the leg starting points)

Overview of the partner trails:

Moselsteig Seitensprünge (Side Trails): 
Extratour Zitronenkrämerkreuz, 19,7 km
Extratour Mehringer Schweiz, 14,1 km
Briedeler Schweiz*, 9 km 
Felsen. Fässer. Fachwerk, 8,7 km
Borjer Ortsbachpädche*, 8,7 km

Traumpfade (Dream Paths): 
Eltzer Burgpanorama, 12,6 km
Pyrmonter Felsensteig, 11,7 km
Hatzenporter Laysteig, 11,9 km
Bergschluchtenpfad Ehrenburg, 18,6 km
Bleidenberger Ausblicke, 12,8 km
Schwalberstieg, 13,2 km
Koberner Burgpfad, 17,0 km
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Moselsteig trail in three Words: 
SuRPRiSiNG. CHALLENGiNG.  
THRiLLiNG. 

Spanning a total of 365 kilometres, the  
Moselsteig Trail is not only one of the longest, 
but also one of the most diverse quality 
long-distance hiking trails in Germany:  
surprising diversity, challenging in its length 
and thrilling by nature. 

The Moselsteig Trail runs along the entire  
German side of the Moselle River from Perl at 
the German-French-Luxembourg border to 
the mouth of the river at the German Corner 
(Deutsches Eck) in Koblenz. 

Diverse experiences await the hiker on 24 
legs, each of entirely different character. They 
lead through forests, vineyards, along the 
banks of the Moselle, as well as along slope 
edges with magnificent views. They thrill with 
their closeness to nature and rich cultural  
history. The many viewing points ensure 

memorable views. For those who cannot get 
enough, the hiking pleasure can be expanded 
to include excursions on “Side Trails” and 
“Dream Paths” – the certified partner circular 
hiking routes of the Moselsteig Trail. 

Along the entire trail, a multitude of charm-
ing towns and villages entice the hiker to 
spend the night or just visit for the day.  
The close network of “Qualitätsgastgeber  
Wanderbares Deutschland” (Quality Hosts 
“Wonderful Walking in Germany”) ensures 
that your stopovers are perfect in every way. 
The association offers high quality hospitality 
and specialises in the requirements of hikers. 

www.moselsteig.de 
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hiking, 
WHERE THE WiNE GROWS. 

A myriad of wines along the Moselsteig Trail 

are waiting to be discovered by the curious 

and wine connoisseurs – transforming this 

unique hiking experience into a pleasurable 

journey through the world of Moselle wines.

Celts and Romans, knights and monks, 
philosophers and authors – on and along the 
Moselsteig Trail hikers follow in the steps  
of the countless generations of inhabitants 
of the Moselle region, who have left behind 
more than 2000 years of history. 
A few medieval castles, the ruins of a monastery or a 
Roman temple are testament to the rich history of the 
region, however, the hiker constantly has a view of 
another type of monument, one created by humans. A 
cultural heritage which has characterised the 
Moselland like no other landscape: the steep slopes 
and the terraced vineyards. From the embankments of 
the Moselle to the forest bordering the mountain hills, 
the vines line up next to each other; they cling to the 
artfully layered dry walls and cover the terraces on the 
stony surface made of 400 million year old Devonian 
slate.

The oldest wine region in Germany
In this unique viticultural landscape, the Moselsteig 
Trail hiker always follows in the footsteps of the 
winemakers. The steep slopes of the river valley have 
been used for growing vines for about 2000 years. 
Many of the terraces and dry walls, the narrow vineyard 
steps and paths have remained almost unchanged for 
centuries; the vines are often still “trained” on single 
piles, just like in Gallo-Roman times. And some of the 
vines were already growing on the steep slopes of the 
Moselle when Germany was still an empire. No other 
German wine growing region has an older wine-
growing tradition; no other German wine region has 
so many ancient vines, some going as far back as the 
19th century, for example at the Moselle, Saar and 
Ruwer.

Tradition and modernity
The great wine-growing tradition does not pose an 
overbearing load for the modern wine maker 
generation. On the contrary. It is a wonderful challenge 
to claim the best grapes from nature, year after year, 
under difficult conditions. Tradition and modernity are 
not mutually exclusive, they complement each other. 
The Moselle winemakers make use of the traditional 
knowledge passed down by their fathers and 
grandfathers, just as much as they make use of  
current findings, in order to produce Riesling wines 
characterised by the rich mineral content of the slate 
– a feature wine lovers from Norway to New Zealand 
enthuse about. Bernkasteler Doctor, Piesporter 
Goldtröpfchen, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Trittenheimer 
Apotheke, Ürziger Würzgarten, Brauneberger Juffer, 
Winninger Uhlen, Calmont, Scharzhofberger, Saar- 
burger Rausch, Kaseler Nies‘chen – vineyards well known 
to wine connoisseurs in Tokyo or Seoul or New York  
and Las Vegas. 

Wine lovers around the world agree: The Moselle 
wines have never been as good as they are today. And 
it’s not only a few top vines from a handful of vineyards 
that cause such a stir. Hundreds of committed 
winemakers produce a variety of high quality wines  
in the entire region. The wine villages along the 
Moselsteig Trail offer countless possibilities to discover 
and enjoy the wines from the vineyards one has just 
hiked through: the wine bars and wine cellars at the 
wineries, rustic wine taverns and country-style inns, or 
modern wine shops (called vinothek or enoteca) and 
fine gourmet restaurants. Often, even in the midst of 
the vines, at wine festivals or guided vineyard tours 
with winemakers and culture and wine ambassadors.

The diversity of the Riesling
Enjoying some wine after a long day of hiking, you will 
discover that the wine world of the Moselle, Saar and 
Ruwer is very diverse. The characteristics of the grape 
varieties and vineyards as well as the winemaker’s 
personal touch ensure the creation of individual wines 
a far cry from industrial standard tastes. Especially the 
Riesling, the prime grape variety of the region ex- 
presses the differences in soils and micro climates like 
no other variety. Contrary to the outdated cliche, 
Moselle wines are not always sweet. Also as a dry or 
off-dry wine, they impress with their finesse and 
elegance, minerality and long finish. And this with a 
relatively low alcohol content. Thanks to its diversity, 
Riesling is the perfect accompaniment for many types 
of food. If you feel like expanding your wine horizon, 
try a mature, sweet Moselle Riesling with your food. 10 
or 20year old late-harvested vintages or Auslese wines 
(German superior grade white wine) will open up an 
entirely new world of taste when enjoyed with game 
ragout, vol-au-vents or mature cheese. So-called ice 
wines and Beerenauslese will guarantee great enjoy- 
ment even after decades.

In addition to the Riesling, there are other interesting 
grape varieties – some of which are hardly available 
anywhere else in the world. The Elbing is a very old 
white grape variety, which used to be widespread in 
Germany. Today, this uncomplicated, fresh white wine 
is only produced at the Moselle, especially in the 
southern Moselle wine region, at the three-country 
border to Luxembourg and France, as well as in the 
Cochem region. The Auxerrois grape variety is another 
speciality. This is related to the Pinot Blanc and Pinot 
Gris varieties, which are widely available in the Moselle 
region. Red wines are increasingly attracting attention; 
they are being produced in a region that almost only 
produces white wines. Especially the “Spätburgunder”, 
also called Pinot Noir, is producing several wines on 
par with international wines at the Moselle, Saar and 
Ruwer. The ancient red wine tradition of the region is 
being revived by today’s winemakers. 
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One can hardly imagine the Moselle landscape 
without the majestic loops of the river, without 
the world renowned vineyards, without the sea 
of vines or the seasonal play of colour of the vines. 
This scenery, in its most beautiful variations, 
surrounds hikers and is what makes the area so 
thrilling.

A special feature of the Moselland is that although it is 
characterised by viticulture, it also incredibly diverse 
and varied as a natural landscape. Many kilometres of 
the Moselsteig Trail take you through thick woodlands. 
The trail runs through orchard meadows, along natural 
streams and natural Moselle river meadows And it 
also offers some challenges – for example, hiking and 
climbing of steep slopes. 

Fauna & Flora
A landscape that has become a natural stage for very 
rare appearances of certain fauna and flora species. 
For example, the Small Apollo butterfly, an endangered 
species in other regions, is at home here in summer. 
The emerald lizard who is usually found in the 
Mediterranean area, has found a perfect habitat in the 
warm slate of the Moselle. Just as surprising is the 
largest population of the wild growing box tree north 
of the Alps. Or the wild orchids who thrive in lean 
meadows: all these encounters are thrilling. 

Culture & Enjoyment
But that’s not all: The Moselsteig Trail also runs 
through one of the most traditional cultural landscapes 
in Germany. This can be recognised by the many 
historical contemporary witnesses to the right and left 
of the trail. You can feel the people’s enjoyment of 
cultural events here – how they know how to create a 
unique framework for everyone. Concerts held in 
magnificent Roman buildings, exhibitions with 
medieval ambience, open air events in front of 
historical backdrops or the wine festivals that celebrate 
life: Here, any event has a perfect location.

The Moselsteig Trail also celebrates culinary delights. 
The typical Moselle cuisine can be discovered every- 
where. The cuisine is hearty and down-to-earth and 
loves to use regional ingredients, which of course 
includes the wine. Many specialities can look back on 
more than 2000 years of history, and it is not unusual 
for creative spirits to use them as a base for the 
sophisticated Moselle-Franconian gourmet cuisine. Of 
course the Moselland is home to many top chefs, who, 
inspired by the closeness to France and Luxembourg 
have developed their own unique culinary language. 
Maybe it is this particular range of different cultures 
that make this region so special. Whether you prefer a 
simple dish in a wine tavern or a gourmet menu in a 
star-rated restaurant, the experience will always be 
pleasurable.

a trail that offers so MuCh More:
NATuRE, WiNE GROWiNG REGiONS, CuLTuRE  
AND CuLiNARy DELiGHTS
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a Certified 
QuALiTy LONG DiSTANCE  
HiKiNG TRAiL 

QuALiTy ROuTE  
WANDERBARES DEuTSCHLAND

The title “Quality Route Wanderbares Deutschland” determines the 
standards for hiking trails in Germany, laying the foundation for an 
impressive hiking experience.

The hiking trail is analysed for 9 core criteria and 23 elective criteria, 
which allows for the measurement of its attractiveness. The quality 
criteria is divided into the five areas of type of trail, hiking guidance 
system (e.g. signposting), nature/landscape, culture and civilisation. 
For example, the following criteria are valued particularly high: most of 
the trail should be in a natural environment, changing landscapes and  
impressive views, local and regional places of interest and resting 
facilities as well as gastronomical businesses.

LEADiNG QuALiTy TRAiL – BEST OF EuROPE

The European title “Leading Quality Trail – Best of Europe” is an 
international standard for the evaluation and improvement of hiking 
trails which builds on the proven system of “Quality Route Wanderbares 
Deutschland”. This transparent and tried-and-tested method was 
supplemented with the know-how from many European countries. 

Hiking trails are analysed on three levels: On the basis of 4 km sections 
(= approx. 1hour of hiking), based on the day legs of the entire trail 
length. The multi-dimensional rating ensures that a trail is attractive 
throughout and offers the hiking guest as much variety as possible. 

the Moselsteig trail is certified by the german hiking association 
(deutscher Wanderverband) as “Qualitätsweg Wanderbares deutsch- 
land” (Quality route Wonderful Walking in germany), and was 
awarded the title of “leading Quality trail – Best of europe” by the 
european ramblers association. 
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in addition to this brochure, more information about the 
Moselsteig Trail is available. First and foremost the official 
hiking guide with practical flexi cover: 

The guide describes the entire trail in detail on 300 pages; 
it contains detailed maps, altitude profiles and almost 
300 images. Hiking enthusiasts can display the starting 
points of the tours on their smartphones via QR codes 
and GPS tracks will guide you to the right path at all times.  

The guide can be ordered from moselsteig.de for € 14.95; 
it is also available from various Tourist Information Offices 
in the Moselland as well as from bookshops or from 
ideemediashop.de.

In addition, official hiking maps in a scale of 1:25,000 are 
published by the “Landesamt für Vermessung und Geo- 
basisinformation Rheinland-Pfalz” (Office for Surveying and 
Geographic Information Rhineland-Palatinate) (LVermGeo). 
These hiking maps are also available at moselsteig.de as 
well as in many Tourist Information Offices, in bookshops 
and from the LVermGeo. 

WELL-iNFORMED
on the Moselsteig trail

Offizieller Wanderführer 
(official hiking guide, 
only available in 
German) 
Ulrike Poller, Wolfgang Todt, 
ideemedia, 300 page with 
almost 300 images,  
24 altitude profiles, 
QR codes and GPS tracks 
Size: 11.5 x 23 cm 
ISBN 978-3-942779-21-0

€ 14.95

Maps
Official hiking maps, available in German or English,  
from LVermGeo Rhineland-Palatinate in pocket-size,  
the entire route is divided into 3 maps:
Map 1: Perl – Trier ISBN: 978-3-89637-419-6
Map 2: Trier – Zell (Moselle) ISBN: 978-3-89637-420-2
Map 3: Zell (Moselle) – Koblenz ISBN: 978-3-89637-421-9

Individual map  € 5.90
Set of 3 maps
ISBN: 978-3-89637422-6  € 14.50

available from June 2014:
Moselsteig
Thorsten Lensing, Rother  
Hiking Guide, 144 pages  
with 80 colour images,  
24 altitude profiles, 24 small hiking  
maps in a scale of 1:100,000,  
an outline map,  
size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7633-4433-8

€ 14.90

available from autumn 2014:  
Abenteuer Moselsteig 
(Adventure Moselsteig) 
Heidrun Braun, Verlag 
publicpress, 192 pages with 
maps of individual legs in a 
scale of  1 : 35,000, GPS tracks 
and information about 
challenge, length of trails, 
altitudes and descriptions of 
theSide Trails and Dream Paths,
Size: 11.8 x 19.3 cm 
ISBN 978-3-89920-831-3

€ 11.95

Premium set
Premium set consisting of the official hiking  
guide including set of 3 hiking maps.
ISBN: 978-3-942779-24-1

€ 26.95

In addition, the following hiking guides are also available:
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www.vrminfo.de www.vrt-info.de www.moseltalbahn.de 

the Moselsteig trail– 
ON THE iNTERNET

The website www.moselsteig.de offers hiking enthusi- 

asts detailed information and maps about the legs of 

the route as well as the Moselsteig Trail, Side Trails and 

Dream Paths, a directory of Quality Hosts of “Wander- 

bares Deutschland”, travel packages and daily news.

The Moselle Valley has a good public transport 
infrastructure. The railway line of the Moselle Valley 
Railway from Perl to Koblenz, for example, mostly runs 
right next to the river. In addition, the public 
transportation services of VRT (Transport Association 
for the Trier Region) and VRM (Transport Association 
for Rhine-Moselle) ensure a well functioning network 
of public-transport buses, which regularly service 
many villages and towns along the Moselsteig Trail. 

The websites of the VRT, VRM and the Moselle Valley 
Railway offer all route maps, timetable information 
and many more services:

the Moselsteig trail – 
CONVENiENT ACCESS ViA BuS OR RAiL
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the 24 legs
OF THE MOSELSTEiG TRAiL

With lengths ranging from 11 to 24 kilometres, levels of  
difficulty ranging from easy to difficult and routes through 
forests, vineyards or typical wine villages, the legs of the 
Moselsteig Trail all have a different character and are very 
diverse – this means the trail offers something for all types 
of hiking preferences and requirements profiles.

On the following pages 
we will provide a brief de-
scription of each leg. This 
includes the altitude pro-
file and level of difficulty.

The website  

www.moselsteig.de

offers more detailed informa-

tion about each leg. This in-

cludes a tour planner and the 

option to download GPS tracks 

or to print out the entire tour 

including map, altitude profile 

and description, so that you 

can prepare for your hike.

DESCRiPTiON OF LEVELS OF 
DiFFiCuLTy

The level of difficulty of each leg 
is symbolised by a point system:  
From   (easy) to  
(difficult). This classification is 
based on the following features:

  
(easy level of difficulty)
-  the route is mostly 
 flat or only has a low incline
- it does not require special 
 hiking skills
- suited for hikers with a  
 normal level of fitness

  
(challenging  
level of difficulty)
- mostly narrow and  
 often steep route
- suited for experienced hikers  
 with a high level of fitness

  
(medium level of difficulty)
- easy path that can be  
 narrow and steep
- requires basic hiking skills
- suited for hikers with a medium  
 to high level of fitness

The lengths of the legs 
include the access routes  
to the leg starting points.

The categorisation of the 
levels of difficulty is based 
on the title “Leading 
Quality Trail – Best of 
Europe” by the European 
Ramblers Association.
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Moselsteig
Access route

The first leg – or, of course, the final leg – of the Moselsteig 
Trail thrills with its closeness to nature, open landscapes and 
an exclusive view of the three countries as far as Luxembourg 
and France. The landscape constantly changes, and with the 
rustic forests and wide-open fields of the Saargau, offers a 
contrast to the vine-ranked Moselle Valley – in early spring 
the beautiful flowerage of the wild growing orchids add to 
these glorious sights. Of particular interest in this section of 
the trail are the so-called dolina, karstic sink holes located 
close to the path, which provide impressive proof that the 
landscape was mainly formed from limestone. Perl and 
Palzem are two charming legs of the trail for hikers – one  
still lies in the Saarland and the other already in Rhine- 
land-Palatinate.

leg 1: Perl – PalzeM

hiking in one of the best neighbourhoods.

facts:

Length:  ___________________ 24 km
Hiking time: _______ approx. 7 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

incline: ______________ 600 m    
Slope: _______________  600 m     
Highest point: ____ 380 m

Steep rock faces and wide open fields characterise this leg. 
Already when leaving the wine growing village Nittel, the 
hiker is rewarded with a breath-taking view of the Moselle 
Valley and the impressive lime stone rocks. The cliff which 
was created by the Triasmeer more than 210 million years 
ago. The visual sedimentary layers give us a glimpse at the 
Earth’s history. The Moselsteig Trail runs through the Nitteler 
Felsen Nature Reserve and impresses with it’s multifaceted 
surroundings. Taking a little detour to the orchid fields, you 
can admire the rare plants in their natural environment. 
The hike continues through the forest and finally, along 
the cross path stations, down to the city of Konz. The city 
located at the mouth of the Saar invites you to an exciting 
short stop with its attractions such as the Volkskunde- und 
Freilichtmuseum Roscheider Hof (Open Air Cultural History 
Museum Roscheider Hof).  

leg 2: PalzeM – nittel

variations at the obermosel (upper Moselle).

leg 3: nittel – konz

rocks and fields in between the saar and Moselle.

The second leg of the Moselsteig Trail surprises with 
its particularly diverse route. You start in Palzem, the 
southernmost Moselle village in Rhineland-Palatinate, 
located directly at the Luxembourg border. The impressive 
cathedral “Helfanter Dom” with its double towers is worth 
a visit. The tour continues over short, steep inclines through 
forests and meadows. There are lots of opportunities to 
stop at impressive viewing points and to take a rest – while 
admiring the Moselle. Finally, the hike takes you through  
the vineyards along an old cross path down to the wine 
village Nittel.

facts:

Length: __________________ 22.5 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 6.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: __________________ 16.5 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 4.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 530 m    
Slope: _______________  530 m     
Highest point: ____ 340 m

incline: ______________ 400 m    
slope: _______________  400 m     
Highest point: _____ 315 m
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Hiking with incredible views:  The fifth leg of the Moselsteig 
Trail impresses with lots of panoramic views deep into the 
Moselle Valley. First, a rock path directly along the slope opens 
up a perfect view of the Roman city of Trier. The path runs 
through stunning forests and passes flowering meadows 
until the end of the leg already appears at the horizon.  
The trail continues through fields and orchard meadows to 
Schweich at the Roman wine route. A stopover at one of the 
many places of accommodation is a perfect end to the day.

This leg is more for sports enthusiasts: The path changes 
often, climbing steeply uphill and then downhill. The uphill 
climbs are rewarded with fantastic views, far into the 
distance and down to the valley. If you want to take it a little 
easier, you can rest on the Huxlay Plateau. On the other hand, 
if you prefer, you can also experience active relaxation here, 
with the natural running track or the health and exercise 
path. At the end of the leg, in Mehring hikers can experience 
the over 2000 year old wine-growing tradition up close 
– in one of the many gastronomic businesses in the town. 
 

This leg is dedicated to the old Romans: Konz is the starting 
point, once it was not only the entry gate to the city, but also 
the summer residence of Emperor Valentinian. After crossing 
the Moselle, you have the opportunity to go on a detour 
to visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site Igeler Säule (Igel 
Column) – a richly decorated Roman burial memorial, which 
measures a height of 23 metres and is considered the largest 
Roman pillar tomb north of the Alps. The next stretch of the 
way surprises with an abundance of nature despite being 
so close to Trier, the metropolis at the Moselle. After a short 
steep hike we finally head down to the Busental. An access 
route takes us to the oldest city in Germany – and to its world 
famous, well preserved Roman buildings and UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites, for example the Porta Nigra. The university 
city also has a lively and very attractive old city.

leg 6: sChWeiCh – Mehring

sporty views of the Moselle valley.

leg 5: trier – sChWeiCh

from the roman city to the roman wine route.

leg 4: konz – trier

in the footsteps of the romans.

facts:

Length: ____________________ 21 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 6 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

facts:

Length: __________________ 12.5 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: __________________ 19.5 km
Hiking time: _______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

incline: ______________ 350 m    
Slope: _______________ 350 m     
Highest point: ___ 380 m

incline: ______________ 350 m    
Slope: _______________ 350 m     
Highest point: ____ 415 m

incline: _______________ 510 m    
Slope: ________________ 510 m     
Highest point: ____ 260 m
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The leg between Leiwen and Neumagen-Dhron is a fas- 
cinating experience of landscape and nature. The trail first 
takes the hiker on exciting paths through vineyards and 
passes ancient rock cliffs. Then, it runs past hedges, forests 
and wildlife enclosures. On top of this, this leg promises 
a view that even fascinates regular Moselle visitors over 
and again. The leg ends in Neumagen-Dhron, the oldest 
wine village in Germany, at the landing place of the “Stella 
Noviomagi”, a replica of a Roman wine ship.

The first kilometres of the Moselsteig Trail are all about 
wine: Hike through wide-open stretches through the 
romantic vineyards of Neumagen-Dhron. Detours, however, 
will take you through the ancient mixed beech forests, past 
the flowering broom bushes and the wild grass. Stunning 
views keep opening up, for example the view over the 
Rebenmeer or the distant Moselle Valley and the striking 
rock of the Moselle Loreley. A long gorge takes you to the 
Roman “Sauerbrunnen” (a source of mineral water) – a great 
opportunity to rest a little and relax while treading water. 
The finishing points Kesten and Osann-Monzel offer perfect 
opportunities for ending off a long day of hiking.

This challenging leg runs through the forests of the Mehringer 
Schweiz and offers exciting uphill and downhill climbs. Steep 
paths take you through fir and spruce forests, through a 
beech forest and a peak forest. On the first one-fifth of the 
route, you have the opportunity to take a detour to Lake 
Triolago, a popular leisure destination. Continuing on the 
trail, the next special highlight is a 20 metre wooden viewing 
tower, from which you can enjoy the unique “Five Lake View”. 
The trail carries on steeply downhill to Leiwen, the idyllic 
wine village at one of the most beautiful loops of the Moselle 
between Trier and Berkasten-Kues.

leg 8: leiWen – neuMagen-dhron

in the steps of nature.

leg 9: neuMagen-dhron – kesten/osann-Monzel

Wine paths.

leg 7: Mehring – leiWen

forests and distant views.

facts:

Length: __________________ 14.5 km
Hiking time: _______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 450 m    
Slope: _______________ 450 m     
Highest point: _____ 415 m

facts:

Length: ____________________ 14 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

facts:

Length: ____________________ 18 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 5.5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

incline: ______________ 350 m    
Slope: _______________ 350 m     
Highest point: ____ 360 m

incline: _______________ 510 m    
Slope: ________________ 510 m     
Highest point: ____ 395 m
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This trail, which leads from the picturesque old city of 
Bernkastel-Kues to the idyllic wine village Ürzig, takes you 
along slope edges offering stunning views, and through 
quiet forests. Along the way, Zeltingen-Rachtig and the 
former Cistercian Monastry Machern offer opportunities to 
stop for refreshments. In addition, just before Zeltingen-
Rachtig, you can visit the Zeltingen variety garden, in which 
exotic and also forgotten local fruit and vegetable varieties 
are grown. Numerous detours through shady stretches of 
forest and over grassy paths along the slope edge ensure an 
exciting hike and allow for fantastic views of the Moselle 
Valley.

The twelth leg of the Moselsteig Trail is a typical high 
altitude trail – and opens up an unusual amount of most 
impressive views of the Moselle Valley. At the same time, it 
connects charming wine villages with each other on exactly 
15 kilometres of path: Ürzig, a Moselle village steeped in 
history with its historical village centre characterised by 
Patrician noble buildings and half-timbered houses; or 
Traben-Trarbach, the famous Art Nouveau town, which, 
in 1900 was the second largest wine reloading point, after 
Bordeaux. Finally, above Traben – on the Mont Royal – you 
are hiking on historical ground: King Ludwig XIV had a huge 
fortress built here at the end of the 17th century.

This leg takes you from the wine villages Kesten and Osann-
Monzel to the historical town of Bernkastel-Kues. You hike 
through impressive rocky cliffs with beautiful slate layers 
and pass the world famous vineyards such as the 
Brauneberger Juffer. The trail continuous steadily uphill on 
slopes – with occasional views of the Moselle. Lots of 
charming places invite you to rest or enjoy refreshments. 
Finally, you reach the Burg Landshut (Landshut Castle), which 
thrones majestically above Bernkastel-Kues and offers an 
impressive view of the Moselle and the famous Moselle 
town. The tour ends in the picturesque old part of the town.

leg 11: Bernkastel-kues – Ürzig

of vineyards, forests and rare fruits. 

leg 12: Ürzig – traBen-trarBaCh

of art Nouveau and royal builders.  

leg 10: kesten/osann-Monzel  
– Bernkastel-kues

great sites take you 
to medieval times.

facts:

Length: ____________________ 15 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

facts:

Length: __________________ 17.5 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 5.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: _____________________ 15 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: _____________ 300 m    
Slope: _______________ 110 m     
Highest point: ___ 300 m

incline: ______________ 910 m    
Slope: _______________ 820 m     
Highest point: _____ 410 m

incline: ______________ 350 m    
Slope: _______________ 450 m     
Highest point: ____ 350 m
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Silence, as only a forest can offer – is your loyal companion 
on this tour. Covering nearly 20  kilometres, the forest always 
offers an opportunity to relax and enjoy the peaceful quiet. 
But there is also excitement: After the steep climb to the 
tower “Collis-Turm” with its breath-taking panoramic view 
of Zell, the trail runs through large forests and vineyards. 
Here, you can also enjoy the view looking back – for example 
the previous sections of the Moselsteig Trail, such as the 
Marienburg, the Prinzenkopf or the Arras Castle. Neef, the 
end point of this leg, surprises with a culinary speciality: The 
red vineyard peach, which can be enjoyed in various ways – 
as a fruit, delicious jam or as a delicate liquoer. The Romans 
already cultivated these peaches, which flourish wonderfully 
here thanks to the warm climate.

Leaving the half-timbered houses of Reil behind you, this leg 
first follows the Canon’s Railway, a railway-historic reminder 
of the past, into the vineyards. Already at the beginning of 
the trail the attractions of the leg – the viewing tower of the 
Prinzenkopf (Prince’s Head) and the Marienburg – can be 
seen.  The route of the Moselsteig Trail can also be seen 
clearly from here. Once you have reached the viewing tower 
on the Prinzenkopf and the Marienburg, a view of the loop of 
the Moselle, worthy of a picture book opens up: Although 
the Marienburg saddle is only 400 m wide, the Moselle takes 
over 14 km to complete this loop. The trail finally continues 
to Zell, where, we promise, you will have the opportunity to 
find out what the secret of the Black Cat is all about.

leg 15: zell (Moselle) – neef

the view forward – and back. 

leg 14: reil – zell (Moselle)

Kanonenbahn (canon’s railway) and schwarze Katz (Black cat).

facts:

Length: ___________________ 20 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 6 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

Already at the start, in Traben-Trarbach, the Moselsteig Trail 
thrills with unique and charming viewing angles: Over steep 
serpentines the trail takes you directly to the romantic ruins 
of the Grevenburg, and offers a last view of the traditional 
Art Nouveau city. A few metres higher, the hiker can look 
forward to more viewing points and unforgettable views of 
the Moselle Valley. Finally, the wine village Enkirch shows off 
its authentic romance with its many half-timbered houses. 
From here, you continue downhill towards the Moselle to 
Reil, where you can end the day in rustic wine cellars or old 
vineyards.   

leg 13: traBen-trarBaCh – reil

deep and distant views.  

facts:

Length: _____________________ 15 km
Hiking time: _______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 560 m    
Slope: _______________ 560 m     
Highest point: _____ 375 m

incline: _____________ 720 m    
Slope: _______________ 720 m     
Highest point: ___ 300 m

facts:

Length: __________________ 12.5 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ___ 

 

incline: _____________ 320 m    
Slope: ______________ 320 m     
Highest point: ___ 240 m
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MOSELLE

Once you have mastered this leg and its many steep slopes, 
you will appreciate how difficult wine growing at the Moselle 
actually is. The rocky paths along the slope edge require a 
sure foot, however, they offer unforgettable vistas of the 
Moselle on wide parts of the trail. Finally, the trail runs below 
the vertical rock wall “Brauseley”, where you can already 
see Cochem, the end of the leg, with its the enchantingly 
beautiful Reichsburg (former imperial castle) towering 
majestically. Just keep following the stunning view and the 
Moselsteig Trail leads you to this lovely town, known for its 
hospitality. 

This is a challenging leg, which leads right through the 
cultivated vineyards and offers different views of the Moselle 
Valley. After leaving the starting point in Ediger-Eller the trail 
runs past many “Heiligenhäuschen” (small shrine-like chapels 
dedicated to different Saints). The access road to the Nehren 
Roman graves, which houses the best preserved vault 
paintings north of the Alps is a great detour. The trail then 
takes you through a vineyard and continues on a narrow 
forest path through the Briederner Schweiz, which thrills 
visitors with its impressive nature.  Past the Karmeliterkirche 
(Carmelites Church) and up the famous monastery steps, the 
trail finally ends in Beilstein. This quaint Moselle village with 
its narrow alleyways and half-timbered houses, is also known 
as the “Sleeping Beauty of the Moselle” as in the past, it was 
often used as a location for filming “Heimatfilme” (special 
genre of romantic films set in regional backgrounds).

This section, between Neef and Ediger-Eller is the shortest 
of the 24 tours, but it’s definitely not the easiest one: Here, 
the Moselsteig Trail runs straight into the steepest vineyard 
in Europe, the Bremmer Calmont. The serpentine-like uphill 
climb is quite a challenge, however, at the end you are 
rewarded with a viewing platform which boasts one of the 
most beautiful views of the Moselsteig Trail. Just a few steps 
further, views of the ruins of the Stuben Monastery and the 
legendary “Vierseenblick” (Four Lake View) open up – this 
is where the Moselle divides into four individual sections. 
Experienced hikers also have the opportunity to tackle the 
adventure of the Calmont Climbing Trail, crossing the ridges 
of the steep slopes with steps and ladders. At the end of the 
leg the trail takes you on an idyllic vineyard path to Ediger-
Eller.

leg 18: Beilstein – CoCheM

in the footsteps of the steep slopes winemakers.

leg 17: ediger-eller – Beilstein

of roman graves and fairytale villages. 

leg 16: neef – ediger-eller

through steepest vineyards for best views.

facts:

Length: ____________________ 14 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 410 m    
Slope: ________________ 410 m     
Highest point: _____ 310 m

facts:

Length: _____________________ 11 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: ____________________ 16 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 4.5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

incline: ______________ 380 m    
Slope: _______________ 380 m     
Highest point: ____ 390 m

incline: ______________ 380 m    
Slope: _______________ 380 m     
Highest point: ____ 240 m
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Here, the Moselsteig Trail is particularly diverse. It offers 
rewarding detours, e.g. to a gushing waterfall in the Dorte- 
bachtal Nature Reserve with its exotic micro-climate, or to 
one of the many places offering refreshments in the idyllic 
wine villages along the trail. Located on the Moselsteig Trail, 
the Archaeology Park Martberg invites you on a journey 
through time, in the true to the original replica building of 
the former Celtic Roman Mountain Sanctuary. The landscape 
of this leg also has plenty to offer; the trail runs through the 
wonderful high forest, the vineyards and along river valleys 
until finally reaching its destination, Treis-Karden. 

A leg that starts with culture and history: Past the Moseldom 
(Moselle Cathedral) – the former Saint Castor’s Foundation 
Church in Treis-Karden – the trail takes a steep path into an 
unusual natural environment, boasting wild growing box 
trees. Challenging stretches along the slope edge and in 
steep vineyards follow, offering views of the wild gorge of 
the Krailbach. A special highlight for hikers is the Burg Eltz 
(Castle Eltz) – a symbol of German history. Due to its location, 
hidden in the Elzbach Valley, it was saved from devastation in 
the Thirty Year War and the Palatinate War of Succession. A 
detour to the originally equipped and furnished castle with a 
richly stocked treasury and weapons chamber exhibiting 
jewellery, weapons and porcelain, is always worth a visit. 
After this interesting experience you continue to the wine 
village of Moselkern.

The leg between Moselkern and Löf kicks off sporty: The 
trail first runs along a steep path through the vineyards 
– to then reward the hiker on the following slope edges 
path with stunning views: The “Küppchen” (Little Hilltop) 
viewing point offers a fantastic view of the Moselle and 
Baybach Valley and the close by Burg Bischofsstein (Castle 
Bischofsstein). The paragliders and hang gliders floating in 
the air are also awesome to watch. The route of the Dream 
Path “Hatzenporter Laysteig” now runs parallel to the 
Moselsteig Trail – both trails run downhill to Hatzenport and 
then ascend to Rabenlay with its mountain hut and resting 
place. Shortly thereafter the Moselsteig Trail separates 
again from the Dream Path and runs downhill through the 
thick population of box trees and the Kehrbachtal to the 
destination of Löf.

leg 19: CoCheM – treis-karden

excursions in time and space.

leg 20: treis-karden – Moselkern

from cathedrals to castles.

leg 21: Moselkern – lÖf

high sights and deep valleys.

facts:

Length: ____________________ 13 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: ____________________ 14 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

facts:

Length: ___________________ 24 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 7.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 430 m    
Slope: _______________ 430 m     
Highest point: ____ 285 m

incline: ______________ 470 m    
Slope: _______________ 470 m     
Highest point: ____ 270 m

incline: ______________ 870 m    
Slope: _______________ 870 m     
Highest point: _____ 335 m
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This leg leads through the Mühltal, straight into the home 
of the Tatzelwurm, a mythical creature described in many 
legends, which is said to live in these forests. Hiking through 
ancient vineyards, you reach the Niederburg, then the ruins of 
the Oberburg and finally the Late Roman “Matthiaskapelle” 
(Matthew’s Chapel). The chapel was built in honour of a 
relic of the apostle Matthew in the 13th century. The trail 
runs steeply through the forest, accompanied by mysterious 
tracks of the Tatzelwurm. Another uphill hike on a serpentine 
path is rewarded with a fantastic panorama view of the 
Moselle. The trail then continues through the forest until 
soon, the suburbs of Koblenz, the end – or start station – of 
the Moselsteig Trail is reached. The terraces of the Winniger 
Uhlen steep slope, however, will first take you to your arrival 
point in the wine village Winningen.

This leg promises a journey through time that starts in Löf 
and leads to Kobern-Gondorf via Alken. First, the trail takes 
you to one of the oldest castles located in the Moselland, the 
12th century Burg Thurant (Thurant Castle), which provides 
magnificent views of the valley. The trail continues uphill on 
the challenging “Sieben-Fußfälle-Kreuzweg” (Seven stations 
of the cross) through the vineyards to the plateau of the 
Bleidenberg. The trail runs round the plateau on a beautiful 
slope edge path and offers a breath-taking view. Then, a 
surprising insight of the ancient history of the region: The 
attractive replica of a Homo erectus camp ground complete 
with iron statue of a forest elephant thrills anyone who 
lays eyes on it. This leg is completed with two well-known 
viewing points – the Hitzlay and the “Mönch-Felix-Hütte” 
(Monk Felix Hut). Finally, the Moselsteig Trail leads into the 
Aspelerbachtal, over a steep serpentine path, and from here 
over the Moselgoldbrücke to Kobern-Gondorf.

The final leg mainly runs through vineyards along the 
Hexenhügel (Witch Hill), with a memorial reminding of 
medieval witch burnings. Over the panorama path with 
green meadows and an abundance of fruit trees, the trail 
continues to Koblenz. An access route runs along the 
railway line and past the old castle to the town’s landmark, 
the Deutsches Eck (German Corner). At this location, an 
extremely popular place in summer, the Moselle flows into 
the Rhine. For a perfect end to your hike, choose from a cable 
car ride to the impressive Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, a visit 
to the colourful grounds of the former Bundesgartenschau 
(German national garden show) premises or a relaxing boat 
trip.   

leg 23: koBern-gondorf – Winningen

following the secret of the “tatzelwurm” (mythical creature). 

leg 22: lÖf – koBern-gondorf

of plateaus and forest elephants. 

leg 24: Winningen – koBlenz

the destination. the start. the Moselsteig trail.

facts:

Length: ____________________ 14 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 4.5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

incline: _______________ 550 m    
Slope: ________________ 550 m     
Highest point: ____ 320 m

facts:

Length: ____________________ 14 km
Hiking time: _____ approx. 4.5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

facts:

Length: ____________________ 15 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

incline: ______________ 430 m    
Slope: _______________ 430 m     
Highest point: ____ 275 m

incline: _______________ 160 m    
Slope: ________________ 160 m     
Highest point: ____ 200 m
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With its 365 kilometres, the Moselsteig Trail is 
one of the longest long-distance hiking trails in 
Germany. If this is not enough – or if you prefer to 
explore the region on circular hiking routes  
instead of hiking on legs from one town to the 
next – we recommend hiking on one of the  
partner trails of the Moselsteig Trail.

These routes are usually closely connected to the 
Moselsteig Trail and offer the hiker many oppor-
tunities to further explore the region on charm- 
ing excursions – even away from the Moselle. 
Often, a specific topic is in the foreground. The 
lengths of the partner trails vary between 9 and 

20 kilometres – and the levels of difficulty range 
from medium to challenging. Again, there is 
something for everyone.

The partner trails of the Moselsteig Trail are 
marked as Side Trails and – in the region of the 
Terassenmosel (Terraced Moselle) – as Dream 
Paths.

An overview of the location of the Moselsteig 
Trail Side Trails and Dream Paths is available on 
pages 4 and 5 of the map. 

The MoselsTeig Trail 

Of Side Trails and Dream Paths
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All partner trails have a high level of quality in common. This means 
that all Side Trails and Dream Paths meet the criteria for premium 
trails and have been awarded with the German Wandersiegel  
(German Hiking Seal of Approval). The commitment to quality  
associated with this seal includes high demands on the type of 
trail, landscape and nature, culture and civilisation, places of inter-
est and hiking guidance system (e.g. signposting). 

siDe Trails & DreaM PaThs 

It’s great to have choices

On the following pages we will provide  

a description of the partner trails of the 

Moselsteig Trail.

Detailed route descriptions, maps, altitude  

profiles and GPS tracks of all Moselsteig 

Trail - Side Trails and Dream Paths are  

available at: 

www.moselsteig.de
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The wine village Mehring is the starting and end point. On 
a total of around 14 kilometres, after a short ascent, the 
trail continues downhill to the Moselle, then runs over the 
Mehring-rioler climbing Trail or alternatively, if you prefer 
a more gentle route, along the river to the “kummer  
küppchen” viewing point, to reach the highest point of the 
tour – where you are rewarded with the “Fünf-Seen-Blick” 
(Five Lake View). From here the hike continues in the  
direction of the Moselle on forest paths and on a climbing  
section. Through the “Pölicher Held” slate quarry, you pass 
the roman Villa rustica and hike back to Mehring. 

The hiking trail, named after a historic cross path takes 
you around the Moselle towns of Mehring, Pölich, Schleich 
and Ensch on approximately 20 kilometres. Quiet sections 
with diverse landscapes alternate with short ascents on 
the slopes over the Moselle, crowned with a unique view 
of the river panoramas. cultural places of interest such as 
the “roman Aquaduct” in Pölich or the “zitronenkrämer-
kreuz” (zitronenkrämer = lemon seller, kreuz = historic, 
mainly catholic cross on a path), are included in the tour. 
There is a connection route between Schleich and the 
zitronenkrämerkreuz, which means one can divide the 
trail into two own loops (8.3 km and 13 km). 

SEITENSPRUNG  

Extratour  
Zitronenkrämerkreuz

SEITENSPRUNG

Extratour  
Mehringer Schweiz 

Facts:

Length: __________________ 19.7 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

Incline: ______________ 665 m    
Slope: _______________ 665 m     
Highest point: ____ 340 m

Facts:

Length: __________________ 14.1 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

Incline: ______________ 780 m    
Slope: _______________ 780 m     
Highest point: ____ 425 m

Facts:

Length: _____________________ 9 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 350 m    
Slope: _______________ 350 m     
Highest point: ____ 375 m

M
O

SE
LL

E

MOSELSTEIG TrAIL- 
AccESS rOuTE

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

M
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EL
LE

SEITENSPRUNG 

Briedeler Schweiz 
(completion in April 2014)

From Briedel, this trail runs through the forest to its first 
viewing point, the Hindenburglay. It continues uphill, 
passes interesting slate rocks and finally reaches the  
saddle from where you should not miss a detour to the 
Beinter kopf, which offers stunning views of zell and the 
remains of the roman Mountain Sancturary. Here, several 
resting places with beautiful panorama views invite you 
to take an extensive break. After a good rest, the trail 
 continues at a slower pace, with views of zell, Briedel, the 
Marienburg and Bullay, before descending and returning 
to your starting point of Briedel.
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SEITENSPRUNG 

Felsen. Fässer. Fachwerk
This tour starts and ends in the historical town centre of 
Sankt Aldegund, in the holiday region of the zeller Land. 
romantic alleyways and half-timbered houses, the “Alte 
kirche” (Old church), a masterpiece of the romanesque  
period, as well as winemaker houses with original open-
hall kitchens and wine cellars invite guests to stay and 
enjoy. From the town centre, the trail takes you to the 
raulwing-Platz, a forest relaxation location high above the 
town with fascinating views of the Moselle Valley. The  
impressive terraced landscape with dry walls and geo- 
logically interesting geological rock formations are further 
highlights of this tour, as well as the largest population of 
wild growing box trees at the Moselle. 

Facts:

Length: ___________________ 8.7 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 3.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 420 m    
Slope: _______________  450 m     
Highest point: ____ 370 m

MOSELSTEIG

M
O

SE
LL

E

FELSEn. FäSSEr.
FAcHWErk 

SEITENSPRUNG 

Borjer Ortsbachpädche  
 (completion in April 2014)

From the market place in Burgen, the trail first passes the 
Schausemühle, then runs along the river Baybach – you 
will mostly be hiking close to the shores through the  
Baybach Valley. The trail slowly ascends and leaves the 
Baybach Valley to continue along the Ortsbach. The trail 
now becomes significantly steeper and the ascent to the 
free plateau starts – you will hike across almost the entire 
plateau and enjoy a magnificent view as far as the 
Hunsrück. Thereafter, the trail slowly descends back to  
the valley and runs through the forest and a vineyard  
back to your starting point. The descent offers hikers  
spectacular views. 

TRAUMPFAD  

Eltzer Burgpanorama
Starting out in Wierschem, you will first reach the wide 
Moselle plateau to admire the glorious view of the deep 
Elzbach Valley and the Burg Pyrmont (Pyrmont castle), 
before starting the steep ascent. Through the Eltzer Forest, 
which formerly belonged to a count, the path continues to 
Elzbach and finally on the Dream Path to Eltz castle. After 
a short excursion into medieval times the path continues 
along the Elzbach before you reach the ringelsteiner  
Mühle for some rest and refreshments. Thereafter, a  
gorgeous ascent offerering hikers marvellous views, and 
finally back to the wide Moselle plateau from where you 
head back to Wierschem. 

Facts:

Length: ___________________ 12.6 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 
 

Incline: ______________ 400 m    
Slope: _______________  400 m     
Highest point: ____ 290 m

Facts:

Length: ___________________ 8.7 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 3.5 h
Level of difficulty: _____ 

 

Incline: ______________ 250 m    
Slope: ________________ 250 m     
Highest point: ____ 300 m

MOSELLE

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELLE
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TRAUMPFAD   

Pyrmont Felsensteig
The hike starts at the Pyrmont Mühle (Pyrmont Mill) which 
is located close to the rushing waterfalls: A soft grass path 
first takes you through a small forest and then snakes 
along wide fields. A short stop at the Hauerhütte, and the 
path continues with alternating uphill and downhill 
stretches, always offering the most beautiful of views, and 
finally reaching Elzbach. The path runs through a forest of 
Alders, following every turn and twist of the river and 
passes the impressive cliffs of the Teufelskammer (Devil’s 
chamber). The medieval Pyrmont castle is not far from 
here. You continue through the “reich der Felsen” (rock 
kingdom) with caves entwined by ivy and steep cliffs. 
Then, the path descends into the Elz Valley with its fabu-
lous views, to the castle. On a valley path you finally reach 
the Pyrmont Mill again.

Facts:

Length: ___________________ 11.7 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 365 m    
Slope: ________________ 365 m     
Highest point: ____ 340 m

MOSELLE

MOSELSTEIG

TRAUMPFAD 

Hatzenporter Laysteig
A narrow path starts in Hatzenport and continues steeply 
uphill and rewards with a first fantastic view. After a few 
kilometres you reach the striking rabenlay with its breath-
taking views. The landscape changes here and the path 
moves away from the Moselle Valley. Over the gently  
rippling hill tops of the Schromberger Thalsberg the path 
continues into the quiet Schrumpftal. The path runs along 
the Schrumpfbach and finally ascends to the heights of 
the Maifeld, before returning back to the slope edge, 
where stunning views of the Moselle open up. Sure-footed 
hikers can try out the spectacular Dolling climbing Path  
as a special ending, before waking their way back to  
Hatzenport.

Facts:

Length: ___________________ 11.9 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 540 m    
Slope: _______________ 540 m     
Highest point: ____ 265 m

TRAUMPFAD 

Bergschluchtenpfad Ehrenburg

Starting from Brodenbach, the path first takes you to the 
Teufeslay mountain hut, with the Moselle below you. Via 
nörtershausen the path leads to the Brodenbach Valley 
and finally to the imposing Ehrenburg (Ehren castle) – 
towering high above the Ehrbachkamm reminding of  
medieval times gone by. Through the Ehrenbach Valley 
and the final section on the Sonnenringpfad (Sun ring 
Path), the path takes you back in the direction of the  
Moselle Valley to your starting point of Brodenbach.

Facts:

Length: __________________ 18.6 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 6.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 880 m    
Slope: _______________ 880 m     
Highest point: ____ 380 m

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELLE

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELLE
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TRAUMPFAD   

Bleidenberger Ausblicke 
From Oberfell the path first runs through the unspoilt  
valley of the Alkener Bach (Alken river). The geological  
history of the region comes to life in deep canyons and  
old stone quarries. Thereafter, there is a slight ascent  
providing a view of the Burg Thurant (Thurant castle). You 
carry on to the historical St. Michaelskirche (St Michael’s 
church) and the pretty wine growing village of Alken. 
From here, the path takes you over the “Sieben Füßfälle 
klettersteig” (Seven stations of the cross climbing path) 
into the wine-grown slopes of the Moselle. Finally,  
Bleidenberg offers grand views, before returning to  
Oberfell on the panorama path which again offers  
fantastic views of the Moselle Valley and Burg Thurant  
(castle Thurant).

Facts:

Length: __________________ 12.8 km
Hiking time: _______ approx. 5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 540 m    
Slope: _______________ 540 m     
Highest point: ____ 370 m

TRAUMPFAD  

Schwalberstieg
This gently ascending path runs from the mill “Linkemühle” 
in niederfell through the quiet Aspeler Bachtal (Aspel  
river Valley) with its rippling streams, crooked grown trees 
and rugged rocky cliffs. It continues to the Schwalberhof 
and then into the peaceful Schwalberbachtal. The path 
leads through wide open fields to the Arkenwälderhof, 
explores a majestic high beech forest, and finally crosses 
the Aspeler Bach over a ford. continue through the  
niederfeller forest to Hitzlay, where the Moselle Valley lies 
beneath you. Finally, you slowly return to the Moselle  
Valley. Great views and impressive rock cliffs accompany 
you on the way to the “Mönch-Felix-Hütte” (Felix the 
Monk’s hut) viewing tower, which offers a fabulous view 
of the Moselle, before the nachtigallenpfad (nightingale 
Path) takes you back to your starting point. 

Facts:

Length: __________________ 13.2 km
Hiking time: ______ approx. 4 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: ______________ 485 m    
Slope: _______________ 485 m     
Highest point: ____ 350 m

TRAUMPFAD  

Koberner Burgpfad
The narrow serpentine path starts from kobern and runs 
uphill to a high plateau and continues into the valley to 
the mill “Gerlachsmühle”. Through the keverbachtal  
(kever river Valley) and past the Sollingerhof estate the 
hiker is presented with a diverse landscape: From divine 
long-distance views on open plateaus to flowering  
hedges to the cool high forest, this path has everything. 
refreshed by the delicious water of the two mineral water 
sources Sauerbrunnen and Quidoborn, the next ascent is 
an easy climb, which is rewarded by a fantastic view. The 
descent to kobern via the cross path offers more stunning 
views and a detour to the ruins of the niederburg is highly 
recommended.

Facts:

Length: ____________________ 17 km
Hiking time: ____ approx. 5.5 h
Level of difficulty: ______ 

 

Incline: _______________ 515 m    
Slope: ________________ 515 m     
Highest point: _____ 310 m

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELLE

MOSELLE

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELSTEIG

MOSELLE
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On this 9 day trip you will hike 
the legs 5-10 of the Moselsteig 
Trail. You will start from Trier and 
overnight in typical wine growing 
villages. Bernkastel-kues with its 
historical and picturesque old 
town awaits you at the end of 
the tour.

Hike and Enjoy: We have carefully compiled lovely 
packages for you to enjoy – leave the organisation 
of your hiking tour in our professional hands, from 
the booking of accommodation to the transfer of 
your luggage.
The following pages offer attractive short trip 
deals and also weekly hiking packages. And this 
along the only Moselsteig Trail – You have the 
choice!

Please take note of the following symbols:

Multi-stage hike
If you prefer hiking from town to town, then 

the multi-stage hikes along the Moselsteig Trail 
are perfect for you: Every night you will stay in a 
different town and on request, we will take care of 
your luggage transfer (surcharge applies).

Location hike
If you don’t feel like packing your suitcase 

everyday, then the location hikes are the right 
choice. You will stay in the same accommodation 
during your holiday and hike on the Moselsteig 
Trail, the Side Trails or the Dream Paths from your 
location. You will receive information about return 
transfers, which we will of course organise for you 
if you require this.

THE MOSELSTEIg TrAIL 
HIkING PAckAGES

Our Booking Centre

Please don’t hesitate to call us – we are happy to  

answer all your questions and, on request, will  

compile your individual hiking package, customised 

to your needs, for example the length of the hike. 

Telephone: +49 (0) 6531-97330

E-mail: buchungsservice@moselsteig.de

Book online at: www.moselsteig.de

 

On this one week trip you will 
hike the first four legs of the 
Moselsteig Trail and stopover in 
Perl, Palzem, nittel, konz and 
Trier. The open landscape of the 
Obermosel with its wide open 
views and Germany’s oldest city, 
boasting a history of over 2000 
years will certainly thrill you!

Services included
– 6 nights/breakfast in selected  
 hotels & guest houses in Perl,  
 Palzem, Nittel, Konz, 2 x in Trier
– 1 x 3 course dinner and  
 wine tasting at the winery
– 1 x guided city tour in Trier (2 hours).
– 1 x Antiquities Card Basic Trier (entry  
 to a choice of two Roman buildings  
 and the Landesmuseum (State  
 Museum))
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Dates
Arrival day: Mondays to Perl  
Day of departure: Sundays from Trier

Price per person 
Double room  € 360.-
Single room   € 480.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer  
(flat rate)  
1 - 2 pers. = € 84.- , 3 - 4 pers. = € 112.- ,
5 - 6 pers. = € 140.- , 7 - 8 pers. = € 168.- ,
larger groups on request  
(per person max. 1 piece of luggage up 
to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (4x)
€ 36.- per person

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

From Perl to Trier

Booking number: MS 2014-1

Services included
– 8 nights/breakfast in selected hotels  
 & guest houses in Trier, Schweich,  
 Mehring, Leiwen, Neumagen-Dhron,  
 Kesten or Osann-Monzel,  
 2 x Bernkastel-Kues.
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 x boat trip from Bernkastel-Kues  
 to Traben-Trarbach & return  
 (only in boat season:  Easter until  
 18.05.2014 & 30.05.2014 until end  
 of October 2014)
– Visit to the multi-media  
 WeinErlebnisWelt (Wine Experience  
 World) of the Weinkultur Zentrum  
 including wine tasting in the Vinothek
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Dates
Arrival day: Saturdays to Trier 
Day of departure: Sundays from  
Bernkastel-Kues

Price per person 
Double room  € 470.-
Single room   € 599.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer  
(flat-rate) 
1 - 2 pers. = € 85.-, 3 - 4pers. = € 118.-,
5 - 6 pers. = € 145.- ,7 - 8 pers. = € 160.-, 
larger groups on request (per person 
max. 1 piece of luggage up to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (6x)
€ 54.- per person

Moselland TourisM

From Trier to
Bernkastel-Kues 

Booking number: MS 2014-2

 

This 7 day tour starts in Bernkastel- 
kues and covers the legs 11-14 of 
the Moselsteig Trail along the 
meandering Moselle via Ürzig, 
the Art nouveau city Traben- 
Trarbach and reil, finally reaching 
the destination of zell (Moselle) 
with its famous vineyard 
location “zeller Schwarze katz” 
(zell Black cat).

Services included
– 6 nights/breakfast in selected  
 hotels & guest houses in Bernkastel- 
 Kues, Ürzig, Traben-Trarbach, Reil,  
 2 x in Zell (Moselle)
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 x winery wine tasting
– 1 x boat trip “Around the Marienburg”  
 (Zell - Enkirch - Zell)
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder1 x per group)

Dates
Arrival day: Mondays to Bernkastel-Kues 
Day of departure: Sundays from Zell 
(Moselle)

Price per person  
Double room  € 354.-
Single room   € 459.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer 
(flat rate) 
1 - 2 pers. = € 56.- , 3 - 4 pers. = € 79.- ,
5 - 6 pers. = € 96.- ,7 - 8 pers. = € 107.-,
larger groups on request (per person 
max. 1 piece of luggage up to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (4x)
€ 36.- per person

Booking number: MS 2014-3

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

From Bernkastel-Kues to Zell (Moselle)
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HIKIng PAcKAgES

 

On this 5 day tour you will hike 
the legs 19-21 of the Moselsteig 
Trail and experience the 
magnificent terraced Moselle, 
starting in cochem with its 
famous reichsburg and 
continuing through Treis-karden, 
Moselkern until Löf. You will pass 
Germany’s most famous castle 
– the mighty Eltz castle dating 
back to the 12th century. 

 

From Löf the legs 22-24 of the 
Moselsteig Trail run through  
kobern-Gondorf, Winningen and 
the German corner to koblenz, 
where the Moselle flows into the 
rhine and the Moselsteig Trail 
ends – or starts. This 6 day 
programme offers special 
attractions which include an 
exciting cable car ride in koblenz, 
the Festung Ehrebreitsteing 
(Ehrenbreitstein Fortress) and 
the romanticum.

The legs 15-18 will take you on a 
one week trip from zell (Moselle) 
through the idyllic and pictur-
esque wine growing villages of 
need, Ediger-Eller and Beilstein 
to cochem with its imposing 
reichsburg. On this tour you will 
climb up the steepest vineyard 
in Europe – the calmont.

Services included
– 4 nights/breakfast in selected  
 hotels & guest houses in Cochem,  
 Treis-Karden, Moselkern and Löf.
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 admission/guided tour “Eltz Castle”  
 including the treasure chamber  
 (1.4. - 1.11.)
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Dates
Arrival day: Sundays to Cochem 
Day of departure: Thursdays from Löf

Services included
– 5 nights/breakfast in selected  
 hotels & guest houses in Löf,  
 Kobern-Gondorf, Winningen,  
 2 x in Koblenz
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 x cable car ride to Ehrenbreitstein  
 Fortress (combination ticket incl.  
 tour) in Koblenz (April until end  
 of October)
– 1 x guided city tour in Koblenz  
 (2 hours) (April until end of October)
– 1 x admission to the interactive  
 experience exhibition “Romanticum”  
 in Koblenz
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Services included
– 6 nights/breakfast in selected  
 hotels & guest houses in Zell  
 (Moselle), Neef, Ediger-Eller,  
 Beilstein, 2 x in Cochem
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 x winery wine tasting
– 1 x boat trip from Cochem to  
 Treis-Karden & return (only in boat  
 season:  May until mid October)
– 1 admission/guided tour of the  
 “Reichsburg” Cochem  
 (Cochem Castle)
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Price per person 
Double room € 249.-
Single room  € 322.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer  
(flat rate  
1 - 2 pers. = € 42.- , 3 - 4 pers. = € 59.- ,
5 - 6 pers. = € 72.- ,7 - 8 pers. = € 80.-,
larger groups on request (per person 
max. 1 piece of luggage up to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (3x)
€ 27.- per person

Dates
Arrival day: Sundays to Löf  
Day of departure: Fridays from Koblenz

Price per person 
Double room € 333.-
Single room  € 422.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer  
(flat rate)
1 - 2 pers. = € 42.-, 3 - 4 pers. = € 59.- ,
5 - 6 pers. = € 72.- ,7 - 8 pers. = € 80.-, 
larger groups on request (per person 
max. 1 piece of luggage up to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (3x)
€ 27.- per person

Dates
Arrival day: Mondays to Zell (Moselle) 
Day of departure: Sundays from Cochem

Price per person 
Double room € 358.-
Single room  € 462.-

Surcharge for luggage transfer  
(flat rate)
1 - 2 pers. = € 56.- , 3 - 4 pers. = € 79.- ,
5 - 6 pers. = € 96.- ,7 - 8 pers. = € 107.-. 
larger groups on request (per person 
max. 1 piece of luggage up to 20 kg)

Surcharge for packed lunch (4x)
€ 36.- per person

Booking number: MS 2014-6

Booking number: MS 2014-4

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

From cochem to Löf

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

From Löf  
to Koblenz

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

From Zell (Moselle)
to cochem 

Booking number: MS 2014-5

 

This 4 day trip takes you from 
the beautiful Obermosel directly 
to the 3 country corner to Perl.
The charming wine growing 
village stretches from the 
vineyard covered Moselle Valley 
to the wide open fields of the 
Saargau – the incredibly diverse 
landscape will thrill you!

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast 
 in a hotel or guest house
– 1 x 3 course dinner 
 including wine pairing
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– information folder (1 x per group)

Dates
Daily arrivals

Price per person
Double room € 167.-
Single room  € 217.-

Surcharge for packed lunch (2x): 
€ 18.- per person 
 
2 hikes: 
– Moselsteig Trail leg 1:  
 Perl – Palzem (24 km)
– Moselsteig Trail leg 2:  
 Palzem – Nittel (16.5 km)

Transfer: 
ÖPNV (public transport) (travel costs 
not included in package price, in travel 
documents)

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

Moselsteig Trail hike while staying in Perl

Booking number: MS 2014-7

konz is located at the confluence 
of the Saar and the Moselle and 
offers perfect opportunities for 
hiking legs of the Moselsteig 
Trail to the wine growing village 
nittel ors to the old roman city 
of Trier. return trip by rail is 
easily possible. 

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast in a hotel 
– 2 x packed lunch in Saar-Obermosel  
 travel bag 
– 1 x hike of leg from Konz to  
 Nittel (22.5 km) 
– 1 x winery wine tasting 
– 1 x hike of leg from Konz to  
 Trier (21 km)
– 1 x admission to the Open Air  
 Museum Roscheider Hof in Konz 
– Detailed maps for hiking on  
 the Moselsteig Trail 

Dates
All year round

Price per person
Double room  € 179.-
Single occupancy surcharge on request

Booking number: MS 2014-9

SAAr-OBErMOSEL

Moselsteig Trail  
hike while  
staying in Konz

 

You will stay in the picturesque 
wine growing village nittel at 
the Obermosel and from here, 
you can start two legs of the 
Moselsteig Trail: One leading  
to Palzem, the most southern 
Moselle town in rhineland- 
Palatinate, and the other to the 
town of konz at the mouth of 
the Saar.

Services included
– 3 x nights/breakfast in a hotel  
 or wine estate guest house 
– 1 x 3 course menu including  
 wine pairing 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room) 
– information folder (1 x per group)

Dates
Daily arrivals 

Price per person 
Double room  from € 174.- to € 198.-
Single room  from € 235.- to € 265.-

Surcharge for packed lunch (2x): 
€ 18.- per person 
 

2 hikes: 
– Moselsteig Trail leg 2:  
 Nittel – Palzem (16.5 km)
– Moselsteig Trail leg 3:  
 Nittel – Konz (22.5 km) 

Transfer: 
ÖPNV (public transport) (travel costs 
not included in package price, in travel 
documents)

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

Moselsteig Trail hike while staying in nittel

Booking number: MS 2014-8



5554

 

The main focus of this 4day 
package lies on the two 
Moselsteig Side Trails “Extratour 
Mehringer Schweiz” and  
“Extratour zitronenkrämerkreuz”. 
The starting and endpoint of the 
day tours is always your place of 
accommodation on the roman 
Wine route.

HIKIng PAcKAgES

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast in the booked  
 category in your town of choice on  
 the Roman Wine Route
– 1 welcome drink
– 1  x 3 course dinner
– 1 x Mosel wine tasting with 
 Winzervesper (hearty winemaker’s  
 snack)
– 1  x hiking map and trail  
 description per room
– 1 x information folder per room

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from 2 persons 

Price per person  guest house/
 winery Hotel
Double room  € 159.-  € 189.-
Single room  € 179.- € 199.-

Additional day  
possible on request

Optional services
– Tour guide for the Moselsteig Side 

Trail “Extratour Mehringer Schweiz” 
or “Extratour Zitronenkrämerkreuz“ 
(5-6 hours for groups of up to  
10 persons): € 100.-

– Packed lunch: € 8.- per person/per day

Booking number: MS 2014-12

rOMAn WInE rOuTE

Premium hiking on the roman Wine route

 

You won’t only be hiking on the 
Moselsteig Trail, but also in the 
Saar Valley – through the idyllic 
Leukbachtal you will first reach 
Saarburg with its historic old 
town and imposing waterfall. On 
the next day you will continue 
through the romantic Manne-
bachtal to the Moselsteig Trail 
and to konz. Further stops 
include the wine growing 
villages nittel and Palzem.

Services included
– 5 nights/breakfast in selected hotels 
– 4 x luggage transfer to the  
 next destination
– Small wine tasting
– Extensive route description and  
 hiking map

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Can be booked from 2persons 

Price per person 
Double room € 299.-
Single occupancy surcharge on request

SAAr-OBErMOSEL

Moselsteig Trail and Saar Valley - romantic Tour

Booking number: MS 2014-10

All paths lead to the second rome!
The popular premium hiking 
trails Eifel and Saar-Hunsrück-
Steig have attracted guests from 
all over Germany to the oldest 
city in Germany for many years. 
The Moselsteig Trail now supple- 
ments the diverse offerings in 
the holiday region of Trier. Hike 
on two attractive legs of this 
new long-distance hiking trail 
around the former emperor’s 
residence. On your day of arrival, 
a city tour is a great idea. Find 

out more about the Moselle’s 
culture of wine with a guided 
wine tasting. In the evening you 
will be served a welcome menu. 
On the following two days, your 
hikes will start with a short 
transfer to the starting points. 
On the one day you will travel to 
konz by rail and on the other day 
take a boat ride to Schweich. 
From there you will hike about 
20 kilometres on the Moselsteig 
Trail back to Trier.

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast in a selected  
 middle-class hotel in Trier minimum 
 of 3 stars
– 1 x Welcome menu (3 course)
– 1x guided tasting of 4 wines
– 1 x guided city tour
– 1 x transfer with public transport 
  from Trier to Konz
– 1 x boat trip from Tier to Schweich
– 1 x hiking map
– 1 x description of trail

Dates
Bookable from 1.5. - 12.10.14  
Daily arrivals, expiry of allocation:  
21 day prior to commencement of travel

Price per person 
Double room  € 297.-
Single room   € 375.-

Booking number: MS 2014-11

TrIEr

Trierer SteigZeit

During this 4 day hiking tour you 
will experience the Moselle 
landscape  on the new Mosel-
steig Trail in the holiday region 
“roman Wine route”. You will 
hike two legs of the Moselsteig 
Trail (Schweich-Mehring 12.5 km, 
Mehring-Leiwen 14.5 km) and 
stay overnight in Schweich/
Longuich, Mehring and Leiwen.  
If you are still feeling energetic 
after the first tour, you can take 
a detour to one of the two 
Moselsteig Side Trails. The Side 

Trails “Extratour zitronenkrämer-
kreuz” and “Extratour Mehringer 
Schweiz” were awarded with the 
German Hiking Seal of Approval 
and offer an additional experi-
ence for hikers. conveniently 
return to your starting point 
from Leiwen by public transport.

Booking number: MS 2014-13

rOMAn WInE rOuTE

Experience the new Moselsteig Trail on two legs from Schweich to Leiwen

 

Trittenheim is a perfect starting 
point for hikes on the Moselsteig 
Trail: From this village, beautiful-
ly surrounded by the Moselle 
Valley, you will hike to the 
neighbouring wine growing 
villages Piesport and Leiwen or 
Mehring during your 4 day stay.  

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast 
– 1 x 3 course dinner  
– 1x winery wine tasting 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room) 
– information folder (1 x per group) 
 
Dates 
Daily arrivals 

Price per person Winery/ 
   guest house: Hotel
Double room  € 160. -  € 191.-
Single room € 219.- € 261.-

Surcharge for packed lunch (2 x) 
€ 18.- per person

2 hikes  
–  on the Moselsteig Trail from  
 Trittenheim to Piesport (15.2km) 
– on the Moselsteig Trail from  
 Trittenheim to Leiwen (11.8 km) or  
 optionally  
–  on the Moselsteig Trail from  
 Trittenheim to Mehring (21.7 km)

Transfer 
Moseltalbus (Moselle Valley bus):  
Bus line 333 (travel costs not included in 
package price, timetables included  
in travel documents)

MOSELLAnD TOurISM

Moselsteig Trail hike while staying in Trittenheim

Booking number: MS 2014-14

Hike on the Moselsteig Trail in 
the holiday region of Bernkastel- 
kues. You will see – a unique 
hiking experience awaits you. 
Stay in cosy accommodation and 
hike on different legs, equipped 
with comprehensive map 
material and lots of provisions. 
Afterwards, treat yourself to 
“More Moselle” on a boat trip. 
Experience the Moselle from a 
completely different perspective. 
End your day of rich experiences 
with a regional 3 course menu.

Services included
– 3 nights including breakfast
– 2 individual hiking legs on the  
 Moselsteig Trail (Kesten - Bernkastel- 
 Kues and Bernkastel-Kues – Ürzig) 
– 2 x packed lunch (packed  
 at breakfast table)
– 1 x regional 3 course menu
– 1 x transfer from Bernkastel-Kues  
 to Kesten
– 1 x boat trip from Ürzig to  
 Bernkastel-Kues
– 1 x detailed hiking and  
 map material (per room)

Dates
from Easter to end of October,  
daily arrival possible.

Number of participants
bookable from2persons 

Price per person 
Double room  (Cat. A) € 199.-
 (Cat. B) € 229.-
 (Cat. C) € 259.-
 (Cat. D) € 339.-

Single room (Cat.A) € 239.-
 (Cat. B) € 269.-
 (Cat. C) € 319.-
 (Cat. D) € 419.-

Booking number: MS 2014-15

HOLIDAY rEGIOn BErnkASTEL-kuES

The Moselle for beginners

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast  
 (1 in Schweich or Longuich,  
 1 in Mehring and 1 in Leiwen)
– 1 x 3 course dinner
– 1 x hiking map and description of  
 legs per room
– 1 x information folder per room

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from2 persons 

Price per person  guest house/
 Winzerhof Hotel
Double room  € 149.-  € 169.-
Single room € 159.- € 179.-

Additional day  
possible on request

Optional services
– Luggage transfer from Schweich/ 

Longuich to Mehring and Mehring is 
charged at € 50.- for the entire hiking 
group (if total amount of luggage 
does not exceed 1 carload).

– Packed lunch € 8 /day 
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Hiking packages

Circular hike between Klausen 
and Osann-Monzel (21.8 km, 
approx. 7 hours total hiking 
time). 
From Klausen the trail takes  
you over fields and meadows 
through the forest up to the 
Stöppelberg to Osann-Monzel 
(approx. 9 km). 
On the next morning the tour 
continues from here through the 
vineyards under the sign of the 
“Jakobsmuschel”, also on the 
new Moselsteig Trail. 

Impressive panorama views of 
the Moselle Valley and idyllic 
clearings invite you to rest. After 
about 12 km you will reach the 
pilgrimage church in Klausen.

WITTLICH, KLAUSEN, OSANN-MONzEL

High above – circular hike

Services included
– 1 night including breakfast in  
 Klausen on day of arrival
– 1 night including breakfast 
 in Osann-Monzel
– Packed lunches for two hiking days
– Comprehensive information and 
 map material
– Optional services: 
 Half-board, wine tasting and/or 
 additional night in Klausen 
 or Osann-Monzel.

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from2 persons 

Price per person
Double room   € 95.-

When hiking along the new 
long-distance hiking trail, 
Moselsteig Trail, you will reach the 
wine growing village Ürzig with its 
unique spice garden. Inhale the 
scent of lots of different wild herbs 
and admire the rose garden in full 
bloom.

From your hotel and from your 
panorama room you have an 
unforgettable view of the Moselle 
and the world famous vineyard 
location, the Ürzig Würzgarten 
(spice garden).

Services included
– 1 night in a double room / single  
 room in Hotel Moselschild
 (see advert on page 66)
– 1 x scrumptious breakfast
– In the evening, Oliver Probst will serve  
 you a 4 course surprise menu with  
 wild herbs fresh from the spice garden
– Wine pairing with each course with  
 the best selection of wines from the  
 region Ürzig Würzgarten

Dates
bookable from April through October – 
additional nights possible!

Number of participants
Bookable from 1 person 

Price per person
Single room with balcony and view of 
the Moselle € 123.-
Double room, village-facing from € 93.-
(weekends € 98.-)
Panorama room  
with balcony and view of the Moselle 
from € 98.- (weekends € 110.50)

Booking number: MS 2014-16

ÜRzIG

spicy Ürzig – along the Moselsteig Trail

Kröv is another hospitable wine 
growing village located on the 
twelfth leg of the Moselsteig 
Trail between Ürzig and 
Traben-Trarbach where the 
Moselle winds the most. From 
here you have the choice to hike 
to the Art Nouveau village 
Traben-Trarbach or follow the 
Moselle to zeltingen-Rachtig. A 
winery wine tasting, a boat trip 
on the Moselle and lots of other 
extras will perfect your 4 day 
trip.

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast  
– 1 x 3 course dinner 
– 1 x winery wine tasting 
– boat trip: Traben-Trarbach to Kröv  
 (outside of boating season taxi transfer) 
– admission to doll, toy, icon museum  
 in the Machern Monastery 
 (Easter - October, daily) 
– admission to the Mittelmosel- 
 Museum in Traben-Trarbach  
 (Easter through October) 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room) 
– information folder (1 x per group)  
 
Dates 
Daily arrivals
 
Price per person  
   Winery/ guest house Hotel
Double room  € 176.-  € 213.-
Single room € 225.- € 243.-

Surcharge for packed  
lunch (2 x) 
€ 18.- per person

2 hikes 
– On the Moselsteig Trail from Kröv to 
 Traben-Trarbach (8.5 km) 
– on the Moselsteig Trail from Kröv to  
 Zeltingen-Rachtig (15.0 km)

Transfer 
From Zeltingen-Rachtig back to Kröv 
with the Moseltalbus (Moselle Valley 
bus) (travel costs not included in pack-
age price, timetables included in travel 
documents)

MOSELLANd TOURISM

Moselsteig Trail hike while  
staying in kröv

Booking number: MS 2014-18

Booking number: MS 2014-17

The rooms of the family Gleißner 
country hotel are called “Prinzen-
kopf” (Prince’s Head), “Burggraf” 
(Count of the Castle) or “Kapel-
lenberg” (Chapel Mountain) – 
hinting at how the unspoilt 
nature of the unique cultural 
landscape of the Moselle 
provides instant relaxation. The 
hotel is appropriately furnished 
in country house style, the staff 
is friendly and the location a 
perfect starting point for hikes 
and bicycle tours on the free of 

charge rental bicycles. Guests 
can also enjoy some quiet leisure 
time at the hotel on the sun 
terrace, in the generously sized 
garden, in the jacuzzi or on the 
different terraces with glorious 
views of nature. The village 
centre and the shipping piers are 
also in walking distance. It will 
be hard to decide what is more 
exciting on your trip through 
Germany’s oldest wine growing 
region. The sweet landscape or 
the dry Mosel wine.

Services included
– 2 nights in double or single room at  
 the Flairhotel Bömers Mosellandhotel  
 (see advertisement on page 68) 
– 1 x glass of Secco as a welcome drink
– 2 x Moselland late-sleeper breakfast  
 buffet with  regional products
– 1 x regional 4 course menu
– 1 x kitchen party with live music  
 (Fridays). Meet the chefs in the  
 kitchen and help yourself to as much  
 as you like.
– 1 x free admission to the 1000 year  
 old Castle Arras in Alf, located close to  
 the newly opened Moselsteig Trail
– Free admission to the volcano Eifel  
 thermal spa in Bad Bertrich for the  
 duration of your stay
– 1 x bottle of excellent wine:  
 sweet or dry
– Location: Neef - Alf - Reil

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals
Season A: until 28.05.
Season B: from 29.05.

Number of participants
Bookable from 2 persons

Price per person
 Season A Season B
  + public holidays
Double room  € 169.-  € 194.-
Single room € 189.- € 214.-

ALF

sweet or Dry 

Booking number: MS 2014-21

Get away from it all and discover 
the Moselsteig Trail around 
Traben-Trarbach. Hike on the 
Moselsteig Trail and experience 
the diversity of the stunning 
landscape.  The Moselle thermal 
spa invites you to relax in warm 
thermal water.

Services included
– 3 nights including breakfast
– 2 packed lunches 
– 1 dinner
– 1 x 2 hours water fun at the Moselle  
 Thermal Spa
– 1 x hike to Reil (15 km)
– 1 x hike to Ürzig (15 km)

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from 2 persons 

Price per person
In a dormitory for  
up to 8 people  (Cat. A) € 118.-

Double room  (Cat. B) € 132.-
 (Cat. C) € 172.-
 (Cat. D) € 202.-

Single room  (Cat. B) € 124.-
   (Cat. C) € 187.-
   (Cat. D) € 267.-

Booking number: MS 2014-19

TRABEN-TRARBACH

Traben-Trarbach 
over the hills and 
into the valleys 

 

Experience the unique viticul-
ture landscape of the Moselle 
with its vine-covered steep 
slopes along the Moselsteig and 
spoil yourself in the evening in 
rustic wine taverns with 
delicacies from the kitchen and 
the wine cellar!

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast
– 1 x hiking picnic
– 1 x wine tasting
– 1 x 3 course menu 
– 3 x luggage transfer
– Hiking map and information 

(1 per room)
– Guest ticket for free use of the 

ÖPNV public transport in the 
region of Cochem-Zell

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from 2 persons 

Price per person  Cat. A  Cat. B.  Cat. C
Double room € 225.- € 275.- € 325.-
Single room o.r. o.r. o.r.

zELLER LANd

Hiking adventure on the Moselsteig Trail –  
from Reil to ediger eller

Booking number: MS 2014-20
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Hiking packages

 

The Moselsteig Trail opened in 
April 2014 and the dream Path 
“Eltzer Burgpanorama” (Castle 
Eltz Panorama) was elected the 
“Most Beautiful Hiking Trail in 
Germany 2013” by the “Wander- 
Magazin”. You can conveniently 
access these unique trails or we 
will take care of your transfer.

Services included
– 2 nights including breakfast buffet  
 in the Schloß Hotel Petry (Castle  
 Hotel Petry) (see advert on page 70)
– 1 x Moselland dinner
– 1 x packed lunch
– 1 x transfer to hiking trail
– 1 x invigoration foot and leg massage
– 1 x rustic snack platter (Vesper)

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals

Number of participants
Bookable from 2 persons 

Price per person 
Double room
   – Castle  € 179.-
   – Superior  € 201.-
   – Kohlbecher  € 221.-
   – Guest house  € 171.-
Single room occupancy € 20.-

TREIS-KARdEN

side Trails and Dream paths

Booking number: MS 2014-24

At the top of the 16th leg of the 
Moselsteig Trail, between Neef 
and Ediger-Eller – the steepest 
vineyard in Europe – lies Bremm. 
Climb the Bremmer Calmont on 
a hike to Ediger-Eller – and the 
Moselsteig Side Trail “Felsen.
Fässer.Fachwerk” can also be 
conveniently accessed from here.

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast in a hotel 
– 1 x 3 course dinner with wine pairing 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)  
– information folder (1 x per group)

Dates:  
Daily arrivals

Price per person
Double room  € 184.-
Single room   € 204.- 

Surcharge for packed lunch (2x) 
€ 18.- per person

2 hikes 
– On the Moselsteig Trail from Bremm  
 to Ediger-Eller (6.4 km) (optionally  
 over the Calmont Klettersteig)
– Moselsteig Side Trail: Rocks.Barrels. 
 Half-timbered Houses (8.7 km)

Transfer
Bus from Ediger-Eller to Bremm and 
from Bremm to St. Aldegund and return  
(travel costs not included in package 
price, timetables included in travel 
documents)

MOSELLANd TOURISM

Moselsteig Trail- and side Trail-  
Hike while staying in Bremm

Booking number: MS 2014-22

You have the choice of staying in 
a hotel or guest house, either in 
Ellenz-Poltersdorf, Beilstein, 
Bruttig-Fankel or Ernst and 
during your 4 day stay you have 
the opportunity to hike to 
Ediger-Eller or Cochem. Admis-
sion to the picturesque Reichs-
burg Cochem is included in the 
package price.

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast  
– 1 x 3 course dinner menu with  
 wine pairing
– Admission/guided tour castle  
 “Reichsburg” Cochem 
– taxi transfer from Ediger-Eller back 
 to your accommodation 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Dates 
Daily arrivals 

Price per person 
In hotel:
Double room  from € 215.- to € 241.- 
Single room  from € 252.- to € 303.- 
In guest house: 
Double room  from € 170.- to € 188.-
Single room  from € 201.- to  € 235.-
  

Surcharge for packed  
lunch (2 x) 
€ 18.- per person

2 hikes 
– On the Moselsteig Trail from Ellenz- 
 Polstersdorf, Beilstein, Bruttig-Fankel 
 or Ernst to Ediger-Eller (17.1 - 22.2 km)
– On the Moselsteig Trail from Ellenz- 
 Polstersdorf, Beilstein, Bruttig-Fankel 
 or Ernst to Ediger-Eller (9.3 - 15 km)

Transfer 
Per bus from Cochem back to your 
accommodation (partially also possible 
by boat ride) 
(travel costs not included in package 
price, timetables included in travel 
documents)

MOSELLANd TOURISM

Moselsteig Trail hike while staying in  
ellenz-poltersdorf, Beilstein,  
Bruttig-Fankel or ernst

Booking number: MS 2014-23

discover rushing stream valleys, 
romantic castles and the beauty 
of the Moselle Valley while 
hiking the Moselsteig Trail. To 
add to your “hiking pleasure” we 
will spoil you with a foot and leg 
massage.

And afterwards... relax with a 
glass of Riesling on the terrace 
right next to the shores of the 
Moselle and enjoy the out of this 
world backdrop of the vineyards. 
What could be more beautiful?

Services included
– 3 nights at the Hotel Lellman  
 GmbH in Löf (see advert on page 72)
– 3 x gourmet buffet breakfast
– 1 x backpack provisions 
– 1 x foot and leg massage  
 “Hiking Pleasure”
– 1 x hiking map & walking stick rental
– Use of swimming pool, health sauna,  
 steam bath, gym, free parking,  
 transfer to the Moselsteig Trail

Number of participants
Bookable from 1 person

Dates
All year round, daily arrivals.
Arrivals on Sundays, Mondays or  
Tuesdays qualify for a 10 % discount. 

Price per person 
Double room  € 169.-
Single room   € 169.-

Booking number: MS 2014-25

LöF

crossing sticks and stones

Hiking on the Moselsteig Trail in 
the region of the terraced 
Moselle, the last section before 
the Moselle flows into the Rhine 
in Koblenz. Enjoy fantastic views 
and comfortable resting places on 
your ascent. discover the 
picturesque winding alleyways of 
the famous wine growing town 
of Winningen, with its landmark, 
the wine witch, that reminds of 
the witch hunts in the 17th 
century. The wine teaching path 

to the Moselsteig Trail starts here.
It runs through steep slope 
vineyards, through abundant fruit 
tree orchards to the suburb 
Koblenz-Güls. Your path continues 
to the city of Koblenz, founded by 
the Romans, at the “deutsches Eck”.

Complete your excursion with a 
romantic guided tour of the old 
town and a visit to the new 
interactive experience of the 
Romanticum.

Services included
– 2 nights/breakfast in a 3* hotel in  
 Koblenz
– 1 dinner (3 course menu)
– 1 x packed lunch per person  including  
 1 beverage 
– 1 x two hour guided city tour of the  
 Koblenz old town
– 1 x admission to the interactive  
 experience of Rhine romanticism  
 “Romanticum”
– 1 x Moselsteig Trail hiking informa- 
 tion per room Optional: 
– Admission to the Mosellum,  
 price € 3.- per person
– Cable car ride and admission to the  
 fortress Ehrenbreistein including visit  
 of the permanent exhibition  
 “WeinReich” in the State Museum,  
 price € 11.80 per person.

Dates
Daily from April through October 

Price per person 
Double room   from € 159.-
Single room  € 209.-

Booking number: MS 2014-27

KOBLENz

Hike from the terraced Moselle 
to koblenz

The wine growing village at the 
terraced Moselle is a perfect 
starting point for hikes on the 
Moselsteig Trail or one if its 
partner trails. For example, 
during your 4 day stay you can 
optionally hike the leg 22 to Löf, 
or choose Winningen as a 
destination on leg 23 of the 
Moselsteig Trail. Also, the dream 
Path Koberner Burgpfad (Castle 
Kobern Path) starts from this  
 
 

town – taking you on a circular 
hike back to your starting point.  

Services included
– 3 nights/breakfast in a 
 hotel or guest house 
– 1 x 3 course dinner menu with 
 wine pairing 
– Moselsteig Trail Premium Set: Hiking 
 guide (only available in German) with  
 detailed description of legs/tours  
 and set of 3 maps in the scale of  
 1 : 25 000 (1 x per room)
– Dream Path tour guide (1 per room)
– Information folder (1 x per group)

Dates 
Daily arrivals

Price per person
Double room   from € 164 .- to € 172.-
Single room  from € 210.- to € 220.-

Surcharge for packed lunch (2 x)
€ 18.- per person

2 hikes (optional)
– Moselsteig Trail leg 22: 
 Kobern-Gondorf - Löf (14 km)
– Moselsteig Trail leg 23: 
 Kobern-Gondorf – Winningen (14 km) 
 Dream Path: Koberner Burgpfad  
 (Castle Kobern Path) - Circular hiking  
 trail (17.0 km)

Transfer:
Return transfer from Löf or Winningen 
to Kobern-Gondorf by public transport
(travel costs not included in package 
price, timetables included in travel 
documents)

MOSELLANd TOURISM

Moselsteig Trail and Dream path hikes 
while staying in kobern-gondorf

Booking number: MS 2014-26
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Your hosts along the Moselsteig Trail

Booking Centre:

Telephone: +49 (0) 6531-9733-0

Fax: +49 (0) 6531-9733-33

Email: buchungsservice@moselsteig.de

Book on-line at: www.moselsteig.de

Of course we will also take your requests 

in person. Our service offers you conveni-

ence and is free of charge.

Your quality hosts 
Wanderbares Deutschland

The Moselsteig Trail wants to provide you with a 
special hiking experience which also includes 
great resting places and special places for refresh-
ments and staying overnight. A multitude of hos-
pitality businesses line the entire stretch of the 
Moselsteig Trail. Many of them are certified ac-
cording to the Germany Hiking Associations as 
“Wanderbares deutschland Quality Hosts”. This 
nationally recognised seal of approval is awarded 
to especially hiking-friendly accommodation and  
gastronomic businesses.

On the following pages we will introduce some of 
the certified hiking hosts in the Moselland and 
their offers. Please note the symbols in the adver-
tisements. The symbols help you to recognise 
what type of offer the host is advertising:  

 An opportunity to stop for refreshments

 or an overnight stay

 or both. 

An up-to-date overview of the hiking hosts is 
available at the website www.moselsteig.de.  
Furthermore, the on-line booking portal at  
www.moselsteig.de also lists a multitude of other 
accommodation and places for refreshments. 
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Pictograms: Deutscher Hotelführer© des DEHO-
GA; www.hotelguide.de

Hotels 
 Description

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Accommodation for highest requirements

★ ★ ★ ★ Accommodation for very high requirements

★ ★ ★  Accommodation for higher requirements

★ ★  Accommodation for medium requirements

★  Accommodation for simple requirements

Important notes about the accommodation  
service and booking service

CertifiCation

Businesses displaying stars have taken part in a voluntary hotel classification. 
Places marked with F and stars have taken part in the classification for holiday flats / holiday houses and places marked with P and stars participated 
in the voluntary classification for private rooms. Businesses not marked, did not participate in any classification. However, this does not allow for any 
conclusions about the standard of the facilities.

Holiday flats, holiday houses (F), private room up to 8 beds (P) 

F/P ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Accommodation for first-class comfort  
 First-class facilities and equipment with special optional services.  
 Generously equipped in special quality. Very sophisticated and exclusive  
overall impression.

F/P ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Accommodation for higher comfort  
 High class facilities and equipment offering high level of comfort.  
 Facilities and equipment of higher and sophisticated quality.  
 Coordinated optical overall appearance.

F/P ★ ★ ★ ★  Accommodation for good comfort  
 Comfortable overall impression with good level of comfort. Facilities and  
 equipment of good quality. Attractive overall appearance.

F/P ★ ★   Accommodation with medium level of comfort 
 Functional, good, tasteful overall facilities and equipment with medium level  
 of comfort. Facilities and equipment in good condition. Main focus on functionality.

F/P ★    Simple and functional accommodation 
 Simple and functional overall facilities and equipment with simple comfort. 
 The required basic equipment is available and in usable condition.  
 Wear and tear due to age is required, with overall solid comfortable living quality.

please note

Moselland Tourism as a booking centre provides its services on behalf of and to the expense of the listed service providers 
and is therefore not the organiser in the sense of § 651a ff BGB. The following Conditions of Guest Accommodation apply.

Extract from the Guest Accommodation Agreement
The Guest Accommodation Agreement, by law and case law, includes the following provisions: 
– The guest accommodation contract is concluded once the room has been ordered and confirmed by the place of accommodation. 
– The hotelier /gastronome /landlord is obliged to make the booked room available. Otherwise, he is obliged to pay damages to the guest. 
– The guest is obliged to pay the agreed price for the duration of the contract. He is also obliged to pay for non-use of the room.  
 In case of non-use of the room, the expenses saved by the landlord as well as income from renting the room to other parties must be  
 offset against the room price. 
– The landlord is required in good faith, to re-allocate unused rooms if possible.  
 The above mentioned provisions apply to all types of gastronomic businesses.

Source: Deutscher Tourismusverband, Berlin (German Tourism Association, Berlin) 

Room categories
– Category A:  
 Room with shower / WC in private rooms
– Category B:  
 Room with shower / WC in guest houses or inns
– Category C:  
 Room with shower / WC in hotels
– Category D:   
 Room with shower / WC in comfort hotels
– Category E:   
 Room with shower / WC in first-class hotels 

“Bett+Bike”

ADFC quality-approved accommodation with special services for bicycle hikers.  
The minimum requirements:
• One night accommodation possible
• Lockable storage for bicycles overnight
• Option of drying of clothes and equipment 
• Provision of most important bicycle tools 

QualitY hosts “WanDerBares DeutsChlanD”

Accommodation, quality-approved by the German Hiking Association with  
special offers for hikers.  
Minimum requirements include, among other: 
• One night accommodation possible
• Return transfers from and to the hiking trail destinations
• Luggage transport to the next accommodation offered
• Reservation service for the next accommodation and night available
• Option of drying of clothes and equipment
• Meals typical for the region on offer and use of  regional produce
• Packed lunches offered
• Provision of hiking map material and weather information
• Display, rental and sales of hiking maps and public transport timetables

“serviCeQualität DeutsChlanD”

Businesses certified according to “ServiceQualität Deutschland” have  
established a quality management in their businesses in order to meet guest 
requests on an exemplary level. Efficient internal work flows and continuous 
employee involvement are part of the special commitment of these stablish-
ments. For more information about the initiative please see:  
www.servicequalitaet-rlp.de

the Moselle traDe Mark “ZertifiZierte Qualität”

The Moselle trade mark “Zertifizierte Qualität” (Certified Quality) stands for an 
explicit commitment to quality.  
Businesses, facilities and products from the region may only carry this trade 
mark if they submit to regular audits of strictest trade mark provisions by 
independent audit institutions. This ensures that the trade mark guarantees 
that users and guests are purchasing high quality and regional-typical services 
or respective products. A prerequisite for the title of “Quality Host MOSEL 
WeinKulturLand” is a membership in Class 1 of the quality initiative “Ser-
vicequalität Deutschland in Rheinland-Pfalz” (Service Quality Germany in 
Rhineland-Palatinate) and participation in the competition “Der Beste 
Schoppen” (The Best Wine), as well as a star-rating according to DTV or DEHOGA 
criteria. The hosts that carry the “Zertifizierte Qualität” (Certified Quality) logo, 
which literally indicates an excellent level of hospitality, are specially trained, 
passionate hosts. They pamper their guests with attentive service to the 
smallest detail, perfect facilities and imaginative packages. Nothing is “off the 
shelf”. This you can rely on: All ingredients offered on the menu are super fresh 
and are predominantly sourced from natural or organic cultivation or adequate 
animal housing in the Moselland or Eifel and Hunsrück. The cuisine ranges from 
light to creative, hearty and rural – and is as diverse as the landscape. The wines 
are top class and are far more than just a delicious experience for your taste 
buds. They portray a fascinating world of its own with stories in the vineyards or 
guided tours of rustic wine cellars. On request, you can watch winemakers at 
work or even help! The certified Moselle hosts are the gate to a top class and 
individual escape from everyday life.

piCtograMs

On the next pages the  
Quality hosts “Wanderbares 
Deutschland” introduce them-
selves. Each advertisement 
provides a first price overview  
as well as the equipment of the 
accommodation offered,  
illustrated in pictograms.

Restaurant

Diet cuisine

Vineyard

Wine tasting

Own garages

Private parking area

Garden/lawn

Rooms with balcony

TV in room

Telephone in room

Business rooms (Wi-Fi)

Non-smoking rooms

Child beds

Barrier-free living

Lift

Pets on request

Indoor pool

Outdoor pool

Sauna

Solarium

Bicycle rental

Bicycle parking

Caters for people with allergies

faCilities

This sign indicates if the gastro-
nomic business is a restaurant / 
a place for refreshments or a 
business that offers accommo-
dation – or a combination of 
both. 
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Holiday-wine estate Birkenhof
Family Kettern
Kettergasse 14
54498 Piesport
Tel. +49(0)6507/2403 · Fax 938333
info@weingutbirkenhof.de
www.weingutbirkenhof.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR a. A. 38 - 40 
DR 4 25 - 28 

p ★★★★

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Wine house
Neuerburg
Bahnhofstraße 2
54317 Kasel / Ruwer
Tel. +49(0)651/52123 · Fax 9950086 
info@weinhaus-neuerburg.de
www.weinhaus-neuerburg.de

6564

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 8 77 - 87 29
DR 52 52,50 - 63,50 29	
Suite 1 67,50 - 81 29	

★★★★

Landhotel Restaurant  
Hausbrauerei Blesius Garten
Olewiger Straße 135
54295 Trier
Tel. +49(0)651/36060 · Fax 360633 
info@blesius-garten.de
www.blesius-garten.de

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 3 65 24,50
DR 20 42,50 24,50

 ★★★ superior★★★ superior

Hotel  
Nitteler Hof

Hotel  
Deutscher Hof

Weinstraße 42
54453 Nittel
Tel. +49(0)6584/99360 · Fax 993610 
marco@hotelnittelerhof.eu
www.hotelnittelerhof.eu

Südallee 25
54290 Trier
Tel. +49(0)651/97780 · Fax 9778400 
info@hotel-deutscher-hof.de
www.hotel-deutscher-hof.de

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR  60 - 105 25 35
DR  40 - 80 25 35
Triple  33 - 55 25 35
Rooms 98
Beds 170

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Hotel Restaurant
Klosterschenke
Klosterstraße 10
54293 Trier
Tel. +49(0)651/968440 · Fax 9684430
info@hotel-klosterschenke.de
www.hotel-klosterschenke.de

★★★

Klosterschenke –  
Pure enjoyment!

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR  58 - 79 25
DR  44 - 49,50 25
Triple  39 - 45 25

 No. Persons from to 
 1 2 65 75
 1 3 65 85

hol.ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Aparthotel-Panorama

★★★       f ★★★★

Noviander Weg 1a, 3
54518 Osann-Monzel
Tel. +49(0)6535/944805 · Fax 944813
info@aparthotel-panorama.de
www.aparthotel-panorama.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 2 50 16
DR 3 40 - 45 16
Triple 1 34 16
Suite 1 60 

 No. Persons from to 
 1 2 60 
 1 4 80 

hol.ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Centrally located family managed 3 
star superior hotel. Rooms equipped 
with Tempur mattresses, coffee and 
tea making facilities, iron and ironing 
board.

In-house sauna with steam bath, 
tepidarium, jacuzzi and solarium. 
Massages and beauty treatments  
on request.

We are an elegant, small, privately run 3 
star superior hotel in the heart of Nit-
tel, located at the beautiful river Ober-
mosel. Experience our stunning region 
and the charming atmosphere of our 
modern hotel at the Moselle. You arrive 
as a guest and leave as a friend – that is 
the philosophy we live by. Our hotel is a 
completely renovated modernised 
wine house which dates back to the 
beginning of the 19th century. The res-
taurant features an open kitchen and a 
charcoal grill. Enjoy our Mediterranean 
cuisine paired with the wines of our  
local winemakers, especially the Elbling, 
the most popular vine in Germany.

This wine house is unique in the Ruw-
ertal with its adjoining wine shop and 
wine tavern. Enjoy or purchase Ruwer 
wines from own vineyards and other 
wine estates in the wine tavern. Our 
kitchen offers fresh regional dishes 
with a special twist. The romantic loca-
tion directly at the Ruwer is perfect for 
spending hours of relaxation.

Weinhaus Neuerburg:  
Pure pleasure at the river.

Opening hours:  
Wed. - Fri. from 2 pm (winter from 4 pm),
Sat. - Sun. from 11 am  
Closed on: Mondays & Tuesdays

Surrounded by vineyards, the family 
run Hotel Blesius Garten offers you a 
nature setting, yet it is still close to Tri-
er’s centre. The hotel is a superb combi-
nation of a 4 star hotel with swimming 
pool and wellness facilities, a micro-
brewery and tap room as well as a 
large beer garden and an exceptional à 
la carte restaurant with fine cuisine. 
Enjoy the cosy country house atmos-
phere of our hotel and visit Trier, the 
oldest town in Germany. 
Opening hours: 7 days a week

Our daily ambition is to provide our guests 
with heartfelt joy and our passion is to  
delight you with carefree hours!
Let us spoil you:
– relax behind the walls of the monastery
– individually and stylishly furnished 

rooms
– meals served in the historic monastery 

chapel
– breakfast served at the former cross path
– enjoy leisure time in the our summer 

garden under Linden trees with view of 
the Moselle

– fresh cuisine using seasonal ingredients 
– fine dining menus as well as simple 

down-to-earth dishes
– location: directly at the Moselle bicycle 

path; the cycle trails Kyll and Ruwer- 
hochwaldradweg are only 2 km away

– 2 new holiday flats in lovingly restored 
former farmhouse, comfortably 
equipped: fully equipped eat-in kitchen, 
large bedroom

We look forward to welcoming you  
in person soon!

Restaurant Open daily in season. 
Closed Mondays & Tuesdays out of 
season! (Mid-October to mid-April)
Restaurant opening hours:  
Mo - Fr: 3 pm - 11 pm, 
Sat. + Sun.: 12 noon - 11 pm 
Restaurant, kitchen times: 
Mo - Fr: 6 pm - 9.30 pm, 
Sat. + Sun.: 12 noon -2 pm and 6 pm - 9.30 pm

Cosy rooms (single occupancy available 
on request) in separate guest house 
built from Moselle-typical slate invite 
you to relax.

Wine tasting and Moselle-typical dishes 
on offer. 

open from mid-March to mid-November.

Excellent family-run comfort hotel situ-
ated at the outskirts of the idyllic, recog-
nised relaxation town of Osann-Monzel 
near Bernkastel-Kues. Classic, regional 
fresh cuisine, elegant dining restaurant, 
in-house distillery and family owned tra-
ditional winery. Lots of excursions possi-
bilities, adjacent hiking trails (Jakobsweg, 
Moselsteig Trail), Nordic Walking routes 
and wine teaching path. Wagon rides, 
wine tastings, bike hire and sauna. 

Member of the “Regional-Erste-Wahl” 
(“Regional First Choice) initiative, “Wan-
derbares Deutschland” (Wonderful Walk-
ing in Germany) and “Haus der besten 
Schoppen” (House of Best Wines).

Hiking, Wine and Well-
ness Hotel, located directly 
at the Moselsteig Trail

Restaurant Closed on Mondays
Tuesdays to Sundays  
12 noon - 2 pm and 6 pm - 10 pm



Hotel Zeltinger-Hof
Gasthaus des Rieslings
Kurfürstenstraße 76
54492 Zeltingen-Rachtig
Tel. +49(0)6532/93820 · Fax 938282
erlebnis@zeltinger-hof.de
www.zeltinger-hof.de

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 2	 52	-	72	 20	 25	
DR	 26	 43	-	73	 20	 25
Triple	 10	 45	-	66	 20	 25
Suite	 1	 68	-	89	 20	 25

★★★ superior

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 2	 79	-	95	 23
DR	 10	 53	-	65	 23
Triple	 1	 56	 23
Suite	 3	 59	-	85	 23

Hotel and Winery
Brauneberger Hof
Moselweinstraße 136
54472 Brauneberg
Tel. +49(0)6534/1400 · Fax 1401
hotel@braunebergerhof.de
www.braunebergerhof.de

★★★★

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)
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Herberge  
Alte Lateinschule
Kirchgasse 23
56841 Traben-Trarbach
Tel. +49(0)171/3843601 
post@altelateinschule.com
www.altelateinschule.com

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
8	beds	 1	 18	-	21	

★★

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

Weinhaus  
Schöne  
Aussicht
Schloßstraße 14
56843 Starkenburg
Tel. +49(0)6541/1698 · Fax 5870 
info@weinhaus-schoene-aussicht.de
www.weinhaus-schoene-aussicht.de

Hotel Weinhaus  
Gonzlay
Am Goldbach 3
56841 Traben-Trarbach
Tel. +49(0)6541/8360 · Fax 836170 
info@gonzlay.de
www.gonzlay.de

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 7	 38	-	45	 18	 30
DR	 20	 38	-	43	 18	 30
Triple	 3	 35	-	40	 18	 30

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

Hotel  
Trabener Hof
Bahnstraße 25
56841 Traben-Trarbach 
Tel. +49(0)6541/70080 · Fax 700888
info@trabener-hof.de
www.trabener-hof.de

★★★

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 4	 65	-	79	 22	
DR	 18	 44	-	65	 22	
Triple	 3	 40	-	55	 22	

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

Hotel Moselschild
Oliver‘s Restaurant
Im Hüwel 12-14
54539 Ürzig
Tel. +49(0)6532/93930 · Fax 939393
info@moselschild.de
www.moselschild.de

★★★

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 2	 70	 29	
DR	 10	 40	-	62,50	 29	

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

Märchenhotel
Kallenfelsstraße 27
54470 Bernkastel-Kues
Tel. +49(0)6531/96550 · Fax 1432
info@maerchenhotel.com
www.maerchenhotel.com

★★★★

	 No.	 SH/WC	 HB	 FB
SR	 2	 75	 36
DR	 14	 55	-	80	 36

Rooms  (Prices	B&B	per	person	in	€)

Culinary delights and a holiday with 
that “Wow” effect

The Zeltinger Hof is a guest house that 
is full of surprises. We offer a unique 
Moselle gastronomic experience. Our 
fresh kitchen will delight your taste 
buds, of course we only use produce 
from the region, partially from organic 
cultivation.

With more than 150 wines by the glass 
we offer an unparalleled wealth of the 
best wines from renowned and local 
vineyards.

Not only our cuisine has close ties to the 
region – the topic of Mosel wine is  
represented in many ways in our houses.

Stay with us and you will surely become 
a “Moselle fan”.

Family Reis

Over 150 top wines  
by the glass.

The historic vintner house dating back 
to 1750 – only one year younger than 
Goethe – was carefully and lovingly  
restored with lots of creative ideas and 
transformed into one of the most beau-
tiful addresses at the Moselle. A refuge 
for people seeking relaxation was created – 
with modern comfort in a friendly and 
warm atmosphere.
The love of detail and the individual,  
extremely friendly service ensures the 
comfort which is recommended by  
renowned hotel guides such as Varta, 
Michelin, Feinschmecker, Slow Food, 
Schlemmer, Marco Polo and Dumont.
Historic vintner house with gourmet 
cellar | own vineyard with tasting and 
vineyard tours | lift to all floors | individual 
wellness suites.

Closed	on:		
Thursdays	–	except	for	house	guests
May	-	October	from	12	noon	-	5	pm,		
light	meals,	6	pm	-9	pm:	warm	meals
Sun.	+	public	holidays	12	noon	-	2pm:	
warm	meals 

Our hotel at the Moselle with beautiful 
panorama terrace is located directly at 
the long-distance Moselsteig Trail.
Enjoy the unparalleled views of the  
delightful Moselle and the unique steep 
slopes of the “Ürziger Würzgarten” vine-
yard, on our large sun terrace. Forget 
about the stress and worries of everyday 
life with a tangy glass of Riesling and deli- 
cacies from our award-winning kitchen.
Let us welcome you with imaginative  
culinary creations for all the senses  
at “Oliver‘s Restaurant” in a lovingly fur-
nished ambience or on our sun terrace 
with its gorgeous view of the expansive 
Moselle landscape. Our friendly team 
will go out of their way to ensure all 
your needs are met. Try our cuisine for 
yourself and let us spoil you with our  
culinary delights.

Cosy, modern comfort rooms with bal-
cony and beautiful views of the Moselle. 
Bathroom with shower / WC, hair-dryer, 
make-up mirror and complimentary  
toiletries. These rooms have a small 
seating area with a desk, telephone, 
safe, mini bar, flat-screen TV as well as 
free WiFi access. 

Moselle, Enjoyment,  
Adventure

Restaurant	closed	on:	Thursdays,	
except	public	holidays,	open	all	year	
round

This themed hotel offers different 
rooms, which are named after figures 
from fairy tales and legends. Numer-
ous packages, all featuring a fairy tale 
theme, are on offer to make your stay 
in Bernkastel-Kues a special experience 
and includes the wine culture of the 
region. The hotel has its own cooking 
school and a couples wellness area.

Exclusive living  
and dining in a 
cultural monument

Closed	Christmas	week
January	-	Easter:	Closed	on	Mondays,	
Tuesdays	and	Wednesdays
Easter	-	December:	open	daily

Brauneberger Hof 
welcomes you with  
a smile

The unique location of the over 400 
year old Latin school offers many  
opportunities to find a quiet place to 
admire and enjoy the picturesque 
landscape of the Moselle. Spend time 
in the garden surrounded by vineyards 
or in the comfortable group room. 

Sleep in the sleep room directly under 
the roof in comfortable beds. Bring 
your own sleeping bag or order bedlinen, 
blankets and towels from us. 

Breakfast prepared with great care.

The name keeps what it promises! 

While hiking up in the crisp air of the 
Hunsrück, the river shimmers in the 
valley and the rugged landscape of the 
Eifel can be seen in the distance.

Benches on the vineyard baths invite 
you to rest. 

Relax and enjoy your stay in the 
“Schöne Aussicht” (beautiful views) 
with excellent wines from the Moselle, 
regional cuisine and home-baked cakes.

Cosy guest rooms, large garden terrace 
with panorama view. 

Let us welcome you!

Closed	on:	Wednesdays

– Hotel-Weinhaus Gonzlay is located 
at the shores of the Moselle on the 
Trarbach side

–  Goethe hiking trail 
–  Hospitality á la Moselle
–  Hotel rooms: Balcony with stunning 

view of the Moselle and the vine-
yards, Moselle terrace

–  In-door swimming pool: Pool size:  
5 x 10 m, water temperature: 28-30° C

–  Winery + shipping
Hotel	opening	hours:		
Carnival	until	5.1.2015,	open	daily

The Traben-Trarbach Hof is a charming 
historic building located in the heart of 
the Art Nouveau town of Traben- 
Trarbach at the Moselle – directly  
opposite the Old Town Hall dating back 
to the 19th Century.

This hotel has been hosts to guests for 
more than 111 years. Originally built in 
1898, the building was carefully renovated 
in 1998. Today, the hotel presents itself  
in a Mediterranean style; the hotel is  
continuously being improved and we 
add more beauty to it all the time.

The tasteful combination of aesthetics, 
culinary delights and the genuine friend-
liness of all employees ensure your stay 
at the Trabener Hof is a pleasant one.

There are many leisure activities in the  
vicinity of the hotel: Cycling, hiking, 
swimming in the health spa, in-line 
skating, enjoying wine, boat trips and 
much more.

Charming accom-
modation  for enjoy-
ment and leisure

Restaurant	closed	on:	Sundays
Hotel:	Closed	January/February

Package on page 56
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hotel-Weinhaus
halfenstube
Moselweinstraße 30
56820 Senheim-Senhals
Tel. +49(0)2673/4579 · Fax 4133
info@halfenstube.de
www.halfenstube.de

★★★

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 1 40 - 45 17,80
DR 18 40 - 80 17,80
suite 1 70 - 80 17,80

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Weingut und strauß-
wirtschaft august croeff
Bachtalstraße 14
56858 Neef
Tel. +49(0)6542/962558 · Fax 961642
info@weingut-croeff.de
www.weingut-croeff.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 1 30 - 33 
DR 4 22 - 25 

P ★★★

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

6968

Mosel-landhaus  
hotel oster
Moselweinstraße 61-63
56814 Ediger-Eller
Tel. +49(0)2675/232 · Fax 1570 
hotel-oster@t-online.de
www.hotel-oster.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 2 48 15
DR 12 38 15
Triple 3 37 15
Suite 1 52 15

★★★

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Wald villa
Üssbach
Bad Bertricher Straße 13 - 14
56859 Alf/Mosel
Tel. +49(0)6542/96356-13 · Fax 96356-14
info@villa-uessbach.de
www.villa-uessbach.de

F ★★★★   F ★★★★★

 No. Persons from to 
 5 1 - 4 50 

Hol.Ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

Winzerhof
Weingut Müller
Schulstraße 23
56843 Burg
Tel. +49(0)6541/9949 · Fax 5294
info@muellerwein.de
www.muellerwein.de

P ★★★   F ★★★★

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 3 35,50 - 39 
DR 3 25,50 - 29 

 No. Persons from to 
 4 2 - 5 55 90

Hol.Ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

flairhotel
Bömers Mosellandhotel
Ferdinand-Remy-Straße 27
56859 Alf
Tel. +49(0)6542/2310 · Fax 1275
info@boemershotel.de
www.boemershotel.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 6 49 - 79 28,80  
DR 25 45 - 67,50 28,80 
Triple 2 35 - 60 28,80 
Suite 2 63 - 75 28,80 

★★★ superior

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

gästehaus
heidhof
Schulstraße 27
56843 Burg/Mosel
Tel. +49(0)6541/83940 · Fax 839428
info@heidhof.de
www.heidhof.de

P ★★★★   F ★★★★

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 1 39 - 43 
DR 5 32 - 36 

 No. Persons from to 
 4 2 - 4 55 79

Hol.Ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Moselstern hotel  
Weinhaus fuhrmann

Moselstern hotel 
Zum guten onkel

Moselstern
parkhotel Krähennest

Moselweinstraße 21
56821 Ellenz-Poltersdorf
Tel. +49(0)2673/9310 · Fax 931464
info@moselstern.de
www.moselstern.de

Bergstraße 6
56814 Bruttig-Fankel
Tel. +49(0)2671/7141
info@moselstern.de
www.moselstern.de

Auf der Kräh 2
56332 Löf
Tel. +49(0)2605/8080 · Fax 808180
info@moselstern.de
www.moselstern.de

★★★ ★★★★★★ superior

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 8 32 - 58 13,50 22,50
DR 33 24 - 50 13,50 22,50
Triple 8 22 - 45 13,50 22,50
4 beds 6 22 - 45 13,50 22,50

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 4 40 - 90 13,50 22,50
DR 35 30 - 70 13,50 22,50
Triple 15 27 - 65 13,50 22,50

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 5 80 - 210 19,50 31
DR 70 60 - 150 19,50 31
Triple 15 54 - 100 19,50 31
Suite 4 130 - 150 19,50 31

Rooms (Prices B&B per person in €)Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Welcome to our Wald Villa Üssbach,  
lovingly restored by us in 2012/2013.

Enjoy the view of the Üssbach and the 
glorious forest from one of our 5 modern, 
generously sized and luxuriously  
furnished apartments, partially with  
**** or *****. We invite you to enjoy our 
apartments which are furnished with 
lots of love and an eye for detail.

The modern and luxuriously furnished 
apartments offer comfort and cosyness. 
The sizes vary between 30 and 50 m2 
and all of them have a separate  
bedroom, bathroom with shower and 
WC, a living area with dining area and a 
fully equipped kitchen in the living area.  
Private parking directly next to the 
house. Relax in our 3500 ,2 large park-
style garden bordering the Üssbach, 
with lots of seating and sunbathing areas, 
barbecue place and fireplace. Breakfast 

basket and arrival pack available on  
request. Spend a glorious holiday with us.

We would be delighted to welcome you 
as our guests.

enjoy, relax, feel good. 
dream holiday at 
the Moselle.

Our Winzerhof is located at the quiet 
outskirts of Burg, surrounded by vine-
yards, with a divine, unobstructed views 
of the Moselle Valley.

A holiday in our new, lovingly and  
comfortably furnished holiday flats and 
double rooms equals pure relaxation. This 
is a great place to unpack your suitcases.

You will love Michaela’s luxury breakfast 
and delicious wines from Christoph’s 
wine cellar. 

Come and visit us and experience our 
love of wine and our Moselle cultural 
landscape up close.

Try us – we will surprise you!

We look forward to welcoming you: 
Christoph, Michaela, Isabelle and Philipp 
Müller

experience our love 
for the Moselle  
valley close up

open 7 days a week

The atmosphere at the Bömers Mosel-
landhotel is one of divine quiet in country 
house style. Delicious menus and won-
derful wines, breakfast in the sun on the 
large garden terrace and cosy evenings 
at the hotel bar. These are unforgettable 
days in the “Flair Hotel 2013“. Sleep in 
heavenly comfortable new box-spring 
beds overlooking the vineyards or the 
hotel gardens. Lift, balcony, safe, flat 
screen TV and of course free Internet  
in all guest rooms. Our kitchen refines 
regional produce not only for our 
scrumptious breakfast buffet, but also 
in our 4 course menus included in  
half-board, and our varied à-la-carte 
specialities in our restaurant. Recom-
mended by Slow Food, VARTA-TIPP and 

Michelin, we show off our passion for 
fresh produce from the region and the 
outstanding country cuisine by our chef, 
Peter Kluge, and his team. 

a World of
Quiet & pleasure

open 7 days a week

Guest kitchen, summer terrace, breakfast 
service, bicycle garage, barbecue hut.

Surrounded by thousands of vines with 
a stunning view of the Moselle land-
scape. Whether you enjoy the valley 
coming to life in spring, the rich green of 
summer or the golden autumn: The 
Heidhof and family Conrad welcome 
you. The Heidhof wine tavern puts you 
in the right mood to taste our refreshing 
sparkling wines and elegant Rieslings. 
Your wine ambassador Sigrid offers:

- tangible Moselle
- from a personal perspective
- with special interest
- with an eye for detail
- with imagination

Experience the Moselle – visit the Heidhof. 

We look forward to welcoming you! 
Your family Conrad.

surrounded by  
1,000 vines!

· Hotel located directly at the Moselle  
Cycle Path

· Modern, well-maintained non-smok-
ing rooms (partially with view of the 
Moselle and /or balcony)

· Restaurant featuring regional cuisine 
(half-board and à la carte)

· Comfortable Riesling Lounge

· Idyllic, unique Moselle terrace

· Regional specialities

· Lots of different packages on offer

· Adventure / hiking tours

· Advent and New Year’s package

· Free parking next to the hotel

· Bicycle garage, spare parts for bicycles

· Hiking maps / information

· Free WiFi

an idyllic place 
that needs to be 
explored!

open from 20.03 - 11.11.2014 and in the 
Advent season & New Year’s Eve

Our winery with guest house and wine 
tavern is located in the romantic wine 
growing village Neef at the Moselle. 
The village is at the centre of the  
Calmont region, between the famous 
Moselle towns Cochem and Zell. Our 
holiday winery offers fine wines and 
sparkling wines but also wild boar spe-
cialities from the region. Furthermore, 
with the guest ticket, our guest have 
free use of the public transport facil- 
ities in the district Cochem-Zell.

Our family-run 3 star hotel is situated 
directly at the Moselsteig Trail and the 
Calmont-Klettersteig (Calmont Climbing 
Trail) and is surrounded by picturesque 
vineyards.zLook forward to country 
house style accommodation which 
promises a relaxing holiday. In addition 
to our scrumptious breakfast buffet, 
our restaurant and street café serves 
regional (game) dishes and has a huge 
selection of wines on offer. Tired feet 
can recover in our Beauty Portal.

Our Hotel Weinhaus Fuhrmann is situated directly next 
to the shores of the Moselle, blessed with lots of sun-
shine. You will love the beautiful view of the Moselle 
from our large terrace or your balcony. Enjoy your stay 
with a boat trip on the Moselle or go on one of the most 
beautiful hikes in our unique nature setting.

Our Haus Zum guten Onkel is characterised by its  
Moselland cosy & rustic style and has been committed 
to the tradition of catering for guests as best as possible 
already since 1890.

Whether for hikers, water sports enthusiasts, bikers or 
other active sports people, our house is the perfect 
starting point for tours along the Moselle, the Hunsrück 
or the Eifel.

The hotel with just under 100 rooms and a unique large 
wellness and beauty area complete with in-door and 
out-door pool and a small sand beach is idyllically  
surrounded by the slopes of the Moselle. 

First-class hiking trails are close as are castles waiting 
for you to explore them like the Burg Eltz (Castle Eltz) of 
the Burg Thurant (Thurant Castle).

open from March through November open from March through November

open all year round

Closed on: Tuesdays until 5 pm

Package on p. 57
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hotel
traube
Alte Moselstraße 2
56332 Löf
Tel. +49(0)2605/98080 · Fax 9808100
info@mosel-hotel-traube.de
www.mosel-hotel-traube.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 2 51 - 64 15 
DR 44 38 - 48 15 
Triple 2 34 - 44 15 33

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

gasthaus  
langen
Oberdorfstraße 6
56332 Löf-Kattenes
Tel. +49(0)2605/4575 · Fax 4348 
info@hotel-langen.de
www.hotel-langen.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 3 40 - 55 13
DR 20 30 - 35 13
Triple 3 27 - 31,50 13

 No. Persons from to 
 3 2 - 4 60 90

Hol.Ap.  (Prices per day incl. extra costs in €) 

F ★★★

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Mosel-pension 
gästehaus christiane
Salzwiese 27
56332 Brodenbach
Tel. +49(0)2605/9627450 · Fax 9627451
Post@Haus-Christiane-Brodenbach.de
www.Haus-Christiane-Brodenbach.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
DR 4 30 

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

P ★★★

hotel 
forellenzucht
Baybachtal Am Briel 1
56332 Burgen / Macken
Tel. +49(0)2605/4640 · Fax 2488
info@hotel-forellenzucht.de
www.hotel-forellenzucht.de

 No. SH/WC HB FB
DR 5 29 - 35 15 22
Suite 2 30 - 40 15 22 

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

★★ superior

ferienweingut
villa hausmann
Neustraße 4+7 
56821 Ellenz
Tel. 02673/1710 · Fax 1596
villa.hausmann@t-online.de
www.weingut-hausmann.de

★★★★

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 1 38 14
DR 2 38 14
suite 6 43 - 50 14

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Winzerhof gietzen
Moselstraße 70
56332 Hatzenport
Tel. +49(0)2605/952371 · Fax 952372
service@winzerhof-gietzen.de
www.winzerhof-gietzen.de

P ★★★★

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR  37,50 - 47 
DR 10 29,50 - 44 

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

Genießen Sie unsere Gastfreundschaft, 
ausgezeichnete Weine, die Frischeküche 
am Abend und Ihren Aufenthalt in einem 
der neuen Lux Appartements. Buchen Sie 
attraktive Angebote und Arrangements 
für 2, 5 oder 7 Tage.

schloß-hotel
petry
St. Castor Straße 80
56253 Treis-Karden
Tel. +49(0)2672/9340 · Fax 934440
info@schloss-hotel-petry.de
www.schloss-hotel-petry.de

★★★ superior

 No. SH/WC HB FB
SR 10 54 - 90 23 33
DR 55 44 - 80 23 33
Triple 8 40 - 70 23 33

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

close to the Moselsteig 
trail tour 15-19

open from beginning of April to  
end of October
Wine tavern / restaurant:  
daily from 6 - 10 pm, closed on Mondays

Enjoy our hospitality, excellent wines, 
fresh cuisine in the evenings and  
your stay in one of the new luxury 
apartments. Book one of our attractive  
specials and packages for 2, 5 or 7 days.

Moments of enjoyment: A fruity Riesling, 
swallows tweeting in the background, a 
chat with friends, delicious vineyard  
cuisine, lovingly furnished guest rooms, 
a green wildly romantic wine estate:  
Welcome to a respite in everyday life! 
Magnificent hikes on the Dream Paths, 
wine tasting in the vineyards or at the 
wineries, wine served out-doors in the 
courtyard on weekends: Balm for the soul. 

We would love to accompany you on 
your discovery journey of the Moselle 
and share your excitement for the 
unique landscape and the wonderful 
wines.

Wine, enjoyment,  
and joie de vivre at  
the Moselle terrace

We welcome you at the Winzerhof  
Gietzen to take a break from your hiking. 

Family Bell extends a warm welcome to 
the Schloß-Hotel Petry. Spend a peaceful 
holiday enjoying the creative fresh  
cuisine by Oliver Bell in the wine bar or 
the “Schloßstube” gourmet restaurant. 
Relax at the “Belle Étage” with wellness, 
wine & enjoyment; let us pamper you 
with our endless sense of nature with 
massages, beauty treatments, baths, 
steam baths, infra-red cabin, multi- 
sensory shower, ice fountain and jacuzzi. 

We look after you professionally and 
with care. Choose where you want to 
relax: 

Enjoy the stately and tastefully furnished 
35 sqm luxury room “Kohlbecher”, the 
modern and elegant Superior room 
with box swing bed and Aquaclean or 

the family-friendly and cosy rooms in 
the castle or guest house. 

The closely located Eltz and Pyrmont 
Castles will enchant you.

a castle full of  
possibilities!

Our hotel offers a very personal  
management style and has been in the 
family since 1852. Treat yourself to a  
sophisticated ambience in country 
house style, our courteous service and 
the natural, casual atmosphere – here 
you are the guest, here, you will feel at 
home. Experience Moselland conviviality 
in a beautiful setting.

Holiday at its best, is what we offer you. 
Thanks to its central location, the  
romantic wine growing town of Löf at 
the sunny Untermosel, 25 km from  
Koblenz is the ideal starting point for 
many hikes through the vineyards and 
forests, boat trips on the Moselle, water 
and cycle sports as well as excursions 
exploring your surroundings. Experi-
ence the wine and wine street festivals 
and the authentic hospitality of the 
 Moselle residents. Let us thrill you with 
one of the most beautiful German  
holiday landscapes!

Only the best from the kitchen and the 
cellar is “just good enough” for our 
guests! Let our chef spoil you with  
traditional home-style cooking, with 
Moselland specialities or international 
dishes. Enjoy with excellent Moselle 
wines and sophisticated beverages.  
For events with up to 150 guests.  
It tastes good here!

holiday at its best ...

open 7 days a week

Welcome to the magnificent terraced  
Moselle!

Guest rooms with shower / WC in 
friendly family atmosphere. SAT-TV, 
WiFi. We serve regional delicacies 
paired with selected wines. We look 
forward to your visit!
Open everyday from Easter through 
October, in winter: Closed on Tues.  
and Wed.

Quiet forest location – within walking 
distance from the town centre and  
river Moselle. 

Ideal starting point for hikes or excur-
sions by bicycle or motorbike excursions. 

For your relaxation, we offer various 
massages in-house. All guest rooms 
have a modern TV set with remote 
control as well as Wi-Fi access. 

Scrumptious breakfast. 

open all year round

Small, family-run hotel situated in the 
midst of mixed forests, directly next to 
the dream loop “Murscher Eselsche”. 

Starting point for various hiking trails.

Beautiful rooms, relaxing quiet, fishing  
possibilities. Kitchen open all day. Our 
speciality: freshly caught and smoked 
trout, own-hunted game dishes.

Opening hours: 11.30 am - 8 pm, 
closed on Mondays

Package on page 58
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hotel
lellmann - ludwig gmbh
Alte Moselstraße 36
56332 Löf 
Tel. +49(0)2605/98070 · Fax 9807333
hotel.lellmann@t-online.de
www.hotel-lellmann.de

★★★ superior

 No. SH/WC HB FB
EZ 5 55 19,50 25
DZ 45 55 19,50 25
3-Bett 8 45 19,50 25
suite 2 65 19,50 25

Rooms  (Prices B&B per person in €)

72

Fax: +49(0)6531-973333

To:
Mosellandtouristik GmbH
Kordelweg 1
54470 Bernkastel-Kues

This field only to be completed by travel agency!

Travel agent / signature 

Address of travel agency, telephone / fax no.

Herewith i wish to book  

Name of program/package: Booking number

Destination:

Arrival date:                                 Departure date:                                        (Alternative date:                                               )

 Nr. Surname, First name,  Age Double Single Triple Hol.Ap. Price according to 
  Address, Telephone:   Room Room Room  brochure

 1.                                       €

 2.                                       €

 3.                                       €

 4.                                       €

 5.                                       €

Surcharge for:    €

Surcharge for:    € 

Surcharge for:    € 

                         Total total € 

For group bookings please add names separately with required number 
of single and double rooms, here only enter the name of the person 
responsible:

Terms and conditions: The travel and payment conditions, prices and cancellation 
terms printed in the respective brochures of the Mosellandtouristik GmbH, Bernkastel- 
Kues apply exclusively. I herewith consent to these conditions with my signature, 
also on behalf of my co-registered guests for which I take full liability in terms of 
the contract. I also consent to the personal data pertaining to me or the guests  
registered by me are used for data processing, insofar this serves the execution of 
the contract and customer service.

Comments: Date:

 Signature of the person booking:

73

café-restaurant
fronhof-stuben
Am Moselufer 6
56333 Winningen
Tel. +49(0)2606/435
info@fronhof-stuben.de
www.fronhof-stuben.de

72

Night time – in a special atmosphere...  
Pure enjoyment – regional specialities  
and excellent wines ...  
Extravagant – “Luis” bar ...  
Magical – the view of Thurant Castle 
and the river Moselle at dusk ...  
Exercise – in our fitness room ...  
Let go – with a long massage ...  
Recharge your batteries – in our hotel- 
own wellness oasis. The swimming pool, 
bio-sauna and steam bath await you ...  
Our goal – completely satisfied guests! 
Let us pamper you!

Below the Castle Thurant, located directly 
on the river Moselle, the first artfully  
created themed hotel in the region is ready 
to welcome you. 60 rooms on five floors – 
each one has a special atmosphere. 
We look forward to welcoming you! 

Wine is earth’s poetry
(Mario Soldati)

Opening hours: 6 am - midnight

Our guest house is one of the oldest 
houses in Winningen and was built in 
the year 851. Warm hospitality and  
special service are our top priority: In our 
new wellness ambience we would  
like to provide you with very special 
beautiful hours with our typical  
Moselland hospitality. Look forward to 
our delicious regional cuisine with  
selected wines in a warm atmosphere!

Enjoyment  the Moselland way

Tradition  in the heart of Winningen

Experiences  for all the senses

enjoy, relax, feel good.  
dream holiday at the Moselle.

Opening hours:  
11 am - 2.30 pm, 5.30pm - 10 pm 
Closed on: Wednesdays

Package on page 59
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DEAR CUSTOMER,
Please read the following Terms and Condi-
tions of Travel carefully. The following Terms 
and Conditions of Travel, to the extent that 
they are effectively included, shall become part 
of the travel contract between you and the 
tour operator Mosellandtouristik GmbH, here-
inafter referred to as “MLT”. These Terms and 
Conditions of Travel exclusively apply to travel 
packages offered by MLT. They do not apply to 
the provision of third-party services (for example 
guided tours and admission tickets) and not to 
contracts for accommodation services or the 
provision thereof. Please submit your travel 
registration as early as possible to the travel 
agency from which you received this brochure. 
Of course you may book directly with MLT. 
Please use the enclosed booking form in this 
case. For short-term bookings, it is recom-
mended to phone before booking in writing. 
You will be able to check available places by 
phone. Together with your travel documents 
you will receive extensive information about 
your holiday region. With the exception of 
short-term bookings, you will receive the  
necessary travel documents and a folder  
containing important information, special  
itinerary notes, e.g. transfer and travel times, 
the name of your travel guide, seminar or 
course leader and your contact person, 10 days 
prior to commencement of travel.

1. Conclusion of the contract
1.1. The following applies to all types of reser-
vations/bookings:
a) The basis of the offer by MLT and the booking 
by the traveller is the description of the travel 
package and the supplementary information 
in the booking basis, insofar as these are  
available to the traveller at the time of booking.
b) If the content of the booking confirmation 
differs from the booking, then MLT will submit 
a new offer. The contract will then be concluded 
on the basis of the new offer, if the customer 
declares his acceptance by means of express 
statement, deposit or balance or taking up of 
the service provisions. 
c) The person making the booking shall be  
liable for all obligations arising from the travel 
contract including those other persons in 
whose names the booking was made, provided 
that this person has assumed this obligation 
by means of an express, separate declaration.
1.2. For oral, telephonic, written, e-mailed of 
faxed bookings, the following applies:
a) When booking, the guest makes a binding 
proposal to MLT to conclude a travel contract. 
b) The accommodation contract with MLT is 
concluded when MLT gives the traveller confir-
mation of the booking (booking confirmation 
which requires no specific form, with the effect 
that also oral and telephonic confirmations are 
legally binding for the traveller. For oral or  
telephonic bookings, MLT will send the traveller 
a written copy of the booking confirmation. 
However, oral and telephonic bookings by travel-
lers shall also result in a binding conclusion of the 
contract, following respective oral or telephonic 
confirmation, if a respective written booking  
confirmation is not received by the traveller. 
c) If MLT submits a special offer to the traveller 
at his request, this is considered a binding  
proposal to the traveller for the conclusion of  
a travel contract, subject to the performance 
description in this special offer. In this case the 
contract is concluded without a relevant  
reconfirmation by MLT being required (although 
this is usually the case), when the customer  
accepts this offer within the time period stated 
in the offer, without limitation, changes or  
additions, by means of express statement,  
deposit or balance or taking up of the service 
provisions.
1.3. For Internet bookings (electronic com-
merce contract), the following applies to the 
conclusion of the contract:
a) The relevant website of MLT will explain the 
on-line booking procedure to the traveller. The 
traveller has the option to correct or delete any 
of his input or to reset the entire on-line  
booking form; how to make use of this function  
is explained on the website. The languages in 
which the on-line booking can be performed 
are indicated. Insofar as the contractual text is 
stored by MLT in the on-line booking system, 
the traveller will be informed about this  
storage and about the option to download the 
contractual text at a later point.
b) By pressing the button (of the interface) 
“Book with obligation to pay” the traveller  
offers a binding conclusion of the travel contract 
to MLT. The traveller is bound to this contract 
three days following the sending of the  
electronic declaration.
c) An electronic booking receipt will promptly 
be sent to the traveller.
d) The transmission of the contract offer by 
pressing the button “Book with obligation to 
pay” shall not constitute any claim on the part 
of the traveller as to the conclusion of a travel 
contract according to the details of his booking. 
Rather, MLT remains free to decide whether it 
accepts or does not accept the contractual  
offer by the traveller.

e) The contract is concluded when MLT sends 
the traveller a booking confirmation.
f) If the booking is confirmed immediately af-
ter the traveller presses the button “Book with 
obligation to pay”, by means of a respective 
display on the screen (real-time booking), then 
the travel contract is concluded with the book-
ing confirmation being sent to and displayed 
on the traveller’s screen, without requiring an 
interim notification confirming the receipt of 
the booking. In this case the traveller is offered 
the option to save and print out the booking 
confirmation. The travel contract remains 
binding, irrespective of the fact of the traveller 
making use of the options to store or print out 
the contract or not. In addition, MLT will send a 
booking confirmation to the traveller via 
e-mail, e-mail attachment, postal service or 
fax. 

2. Services, Change of Services
2.1. The services owed by MLT result exclu-
sively from the contents of the booking confir-
mation in conjunction with the description of 
the respective travel package this offer is 
based on, and based on all statements and ex-
planations contained in the booking basis. 
2.2. The tour operator and services providers, 
especially the accommodation businesses, are 
not authorized by MLT to give assurances or 
enter agreements which go beyond the travel 
description or the booking confirmation or are 
contrary thereto or change the content of the 
confirmed travel contract.

3. Deposit / Balance
3.1. With the conclusion of the contract  
(receipt of the booking confirmation) and after 
handing over of a “Sicherungsschein” (security 
certificate) according to §651 k BGB, a deposit 
must be paid which will be offset against the 
total travel cost. If not agreed upon otherwise 
in the individual case, the deposit shall be 10% 
of the total travel cost.
3.2. The balance, insofar as the “Sicherungs- 
schein”(security certificate) has been handed 
over, is due 3 weeks before commencement of 
the travel, if not agreed upon otherwise in the 
individual case. For bookings booked with less 
than 3 weeks prior to commencement of  
the travel, the total travel costs are available 
immediately.
3.3. The obligation of handing over a “Sicherungs- 
schein” (security certificate) shall not apply, if
a) the trip does not exceed 24 hours, does not 
include an overnight stay and the travel cost 
per person does not exceed  € 75.-.
b) by way of derogation from point 3.1. and 3.2., 
if the agreed upon travel service does not include 
transport to or from the travel destination and it 
is agreed that the entire travel costs only need 
to be paid at the end of the trip/stay to MLT or 
the accommodation business. 
3.4. If MLT is prepared and able to provide the 
contractual services and the travel guest does 
not pay a deposit or the balance of the travel 
costs at the respective due dates, without a 
contractual or statutory right of retention  
of the guests existing, then, MLT is entitled,  
following a reminder with deadline, to with-
draw from the contract and to charge the trav-
el guest the cancellation fees according to 
point 4 of these Terms and Conditions.

4. Withdrawal by the Customer, Rebooking
4.1. The customer can withdraw from the trip 
at any time before the commencement of the 
travel. For the purpose of avoiding misunder-
standings, it is recommended to explain the 
withdrawal from the contract in writing. The 
effective date of the declaration of withdrawal 
from the contract is the receipt at MLT.
4.2. In any case of the withdrawal by the  
traveller, in consideration of the usually saved 
expenses and the usually possible use of  
service for different purposes, MLT is entitled 
to reimbursement for any travel preparations 
it has made and any accompanying expenses 
incurred, as follows:
a) up to the 31st day prior to commencement 
of the travel 10 % of the travel costs
b) from the 30th day to the 21st day prior to 
the commencement of the travel 20% of the 
travel costs
c) from the 20th day to the 14th day prior to 
the commencement of the travel 40% of the 
travel costs
d) from the 13th day to the 08th day prior to 
the commencement of the travel 50% of the 
travel costs
e) from the 7th day until the day of the com-
mencement of the travel 80% of the travel costs
f) on the day of the commencement of travel 
and in case of a no-show 90% of the travel costs 
however, in any case at least € 25.- per person.
We therefore absolutely commend taking out 
a travel cancellation insurance.
4.3. The guest or instructing party is reserved 
the option to furnish proof to MLT that no or 
significantly less costs were incurred by MLT as 
the above-mentioned flat rates. In this case, 
the customer is only liable for payment of the 
lesser costs.

4.4. MLT reserves the right to charge higher, 
specific damages instead of the above- 
mentioned flat rates, insofar that MLT proves 
that significantly higher costs were incurred 
than the relevant flat-rate indicates. In the 
event that MLT exercises its right to enforce 
such a claim, it shall be obliged to set out  
details relating to its claim and to provide  
documentary evidence for the same, including 
the consideration of any saved expenses or any 
possible use of service for different purposes. 
4.5. The aforementioned provisions shall not 
affect the customers statutory rights according 
to § 651b BGB to provide a replacement partic-
ipant.
4.6. If any changes in terms of the travel dates, 
the accommodation, the type of meal plan or 
other services (re-bookings) are performed on 
request of the customer, MLT can, notwith-
standing an existing legal claim for rebooking 
by the customer, and if the rebooking is at all 
possible, impose a rebooking fee of 0 10.- up to 
the 31st day prior to the commencement of 
travel. Later re-bookings are only possible by 
withdrawing from the travel contract and 
placing a new booking, in accordance with the 
above-mentioned withdrawal conditions. This 
does not apply to re-booking requests which 
only incur minor costs.

5. Notification of deficiencies duty of the travel-
ler / customer during the trip; cancellation of 
the travel contract by the customer / traveller; 
customer’s obligation of time-bound assertion 
of claims.
5.1. The traveller is obliged to notify MLT or 
the office/person indicated in the travel  
information, of any deficiencies immediately 
and to demand remedial action. Claims of the 
traveller only remain valid, if the failure to  
notify a deficiency does not result from any  
responsibility of the traveller. 
5.2. If the travel arrangement is significantly 
impacted on by such a travel deficiency or if, as 
a result of such a deficiency the traveller  
cannot be expected to travel for good reasons 
that are readily apparent to MLT, the traveller 
may cancel the travel contract in accordance 
with the statutory provisions ( § 651e BGB). The 
termination shall only be admissible if MLT or 
its agents are allowed a reasonable deadline 
by the traveller and this has expired without 
remedy having been offered. Such a deadline is 
not required if a remedy is impossible or  
refused by MLT or its agents, or if an immediate 
cancellation of the contract is justified by  
a special interest of the traveller.
5.3. Claims for non-fulfilment of contractual 
travel services must be asserted by the travel-
ler within one month after the contractually 
provided date of return, to MLT, at the address 
indicated in the following. If the last day of the 
deadline falls on a Sunday or on a statutory 
recognised public holiday at the place of  
declaration or on a Saturday, then such day will 
be replaced with the next working day. Any 
registration with the service providers, especially 
with the accommodation business has no  
affect on the observation of the deadline. A 
written claim is expressly recommended. 
Claims of the traveller only remain valid, if the 
failure to assert a claim on time does not  
result from any responsibility of the traveller.

6. Special obligations of the traveller for  
bicycle trips 
6.1. It is the traveller’s responsibility to ensure 
traffic safety, technical functioning and any 
other conditions related to carrying an own  
bicycle. In this context, MLT is not subject to 
the obligation to provide advice or inspection.
6.2. The customer has the duty to inspect his/
her own bicycle or a bicycle provided by us for 
technical deficiencies and traffic safety, both at 
the beginning of the tour and during the tour. 
Within the framework of his/her general  
statutory obligation of notification of defects, 
the traveller is obliged to notify MLT about any 
potential deficiencies and – in the case of a  
bicycle provided by us – to demand rectification.
6.3. The traveller is obliged to strictly adhere 
to all traffic regulations. 
6.4. The traveller is bound to avoid any dam-
age, impairment or endangerment of foreign 
persons or property and to adapt his driving 
style accordingly when riding his/her bicycle.

7. MLT’s Limitation of Liability
7.1. In the case of losses, which exclude bodily 
injury, MLT’s liability shall be limited in scope to 
instances of gross negligence and deliberate 
actions. This includes instances when the  
traveller suffers losses due to the fault of MLT’s 
service providers. MLT’s liability shall be limited 
in value in such cases to triple the amount of 
the travel price.
7.2. MLT is not liable for the information  
provided and service deficiencies in terms of 
services,
a) which are not part of the contractually 
agreed upon main services and are not part  
of the travel package of MLT and which are 
 

clearly identifiable by the customer and are 
specified in the travel description or the booking 
confirmation as an external service, or
b) if external services are merely referred  
during the stay (e.g. spa and wellness services, 
sports events, theatre visits, exhibitions,  
excursions, etc.). 

8. Unused Services
If the traveller does not make use of individual 
travel services due to an early return home due 
to illness or other reasons for which MLT is not 
responsible, the traveller has no claim of a 
pro-rata reimbursement. However, MLT will, if 
the amounts are nominal, ask the service  
provider for reimbursement and pay back the 
respective amount to the customer, as soon as 
and if the individual service provider indeed 
has reimbursed MLT.

9. Limitation of the Customer’s Claims
9.1. Claims of the customer according to §§ 651 
c through f BGB based on violations of life, 
limb or health, which result from deliberate of 
negligent breach of duty by MLT or a legal 
agent or vicarious agent of MLT, are subject to 
a limitation period of two years. This also  
applies to claims for any other damages which 
result from deliberate of negligent breach of 
duty by MLT or a legal agent or vicarious agent 
of MLT. 
9.2. All other claims according to §§ 651c 
through f BGB are subject to a limitation of  
period of one year.
9.3. The limitation period according to point 
9.1. and 9.2.starts on the day following the day 
on which the trip was supposed to end according 
to the travel contract. If the last day of the 
deadline falls on a Sunday or on a statutory 
recognised public holiday at the place of declar- 
ation or on a Saturday, then such day will be  
replaced with the next working day.
9.4. In the event that there are any negoti- 
ations between the customer and MLT regarding 
the claim or the circumstances the claim  
resulted from, then the expiry of period of limita-
tion shall be suspended until the customer or 
MLT refuses to continue the negotiations. The 
limitation of claim will come into effect at the 
earliest three months after the said suspension.

10. Choice of Law, Jurisdiction 
10.1. For travellers, who are not citizens of a 
member state of the European Union or are 
not a Swiss citizen, it is agreed that the entire 
legal and contractual relationship between 
the traveller and MLT is governed exclusively 
by German law. Such travellers can take legal 
action against MLT exclusively at its registered 
office.
10.2. For claims of MLT against travellers or 
contractual partners of the travel contract, 
who are business people or juristic persons  
under public or private law, whose domicile or 
customary domicile is in another country or 
whose residence or customary domicile is  
unknown at the time of the complaint, the  
jurisdiction will be the registered head- 
quarters of MLT.

© These Terms and Conditions of Travel are 
copyrighted; RA Noll Stuttgart, 2004 - 2014

The tour operator is:  
Mosellandtouristik GmbH
Managing Director
Sabine Winkhaus-Robert
Kordelweg 1
54470 Bernkastel-Kues
Commercial register, regional 
court Wittlich, HRB 21498
Telephone: +49 (0) 6531/97363-0
Fax +49 (0) 6531/9733-33
Email: info@mosellandtouristik.de

Terms and Conditions for travel packages offered by Mosellandtouristik GmbH 

MORe MOSelle? MORE INfORMATION!
The numerous publications by Mosellandtouristik GmbH offer more general 
information about the MOSELLE WeinKulturLand (Wine Culture Land)

Erlebnis MOSEL WeinKulturLand (Adventure MOSELLE Wine Culture Land) 
(DE, EN, NL)
The Moselland as your host: This brochure offers a comprehensive overview 
of all the memorable experiences around the subject of wine the Moselle, 
Saar and Ruwer have to offer. The brochure presents different wine and 
culture packages and at the same time acts as an accommodation directory 
(hotels, guest houses and holiday flats) for the holiday region. 

Events in the Moselland (DE, EN, NL)
Celebrate and enjoy: The handy events calendar features lots of dates 
for wine, winemaker and street festivals, fairs, cultural events, Christmas 
markets, sports and active events as well as the “Experience Days” 
happening in the Moselland.

Camping and camper van sites in the Moselland (DE, NL) 
Feel at home in your tent or camper van: Nearly all wine growing villages 
at the Moselle cater for mobile guests and offer attractive camp-sites for 
guests. The brochure provides a great overview of all camping and camper 
van sites with detailed description. 

Radwandern im Moselland (Cycling in the Moselland) (DE, NL)
Good advice for bicycles: In this brochure you will find attractive packages for 
cyclists, selected Bed+Bike accommodation, several bicycle rental stations, the 
dates of car-free bicycle adventure days as well as detailed descriptions of the 
bicycle paths in the Moselland including altitude profiles.

freizeit- und Erlebniskarte (Leisure and Adventure Card) (DE, EN, NL)
The most beautiful excursion destinations in the MOSELLE Wine Culture 
Land: This large folding map offers you a diverse selection of attractive 
leisure activities and excursion destinations in the MOSELLE Wine and 
Culture Land – listed in different categories and marked in the outline map.  

Salve auf den Straßen der Römer (Salve on the Roads of the Romans)  
(DE, EN, fR, NL)
The Roads of the Romans include about 100 ancient places of interest 
in the holiday regions of Moselle-Saar, Eifel, Hunsrück, Saarland and the 
Luxembourg Moselle. To assist you in planning your holiday, weekend trip  
or excursion to one of the most magnificent archaeological regions in 
Europe, we have published this interesting brochure containing lots of 
different information.

Unterwegs auf dem Wasser – Ausflüge auf Mosel & Saar  
(On the Water – Excursions on the Moselle & Saar) (DE)
Experience the Moselland from the water. Take an excursion trip with 
the Weiße Flotte (White Fleet), go on motor boat ride or get active on the 
Moselle water hiking route. In addition to the timetables of the boating 
companies, this brochure also contains an outline map of all landing places 
as well as contact details for various water sports service providers. 
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LATEST NEWS ALL ABOUT THE 
MOSELSTEIG TRAIL
is available on our website at 
www.moselsteig.de
Or visit us on facebook:    
       www.facebook.com/moselsteig
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